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CHINA, PAK., AFGHANISTAN AGREE TO BOOST
THREE-WAY TIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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Wang Yi, centre, hosting a meeting with Shah Mahmood Qureshi and Amir Khan Muttaqi in
Anhui province.APZhou Mu
China on Thursday said it would deepen three-way cooperation with Afghanistan and Pakistan
as the Foreign Ministers of the three countries met in eastern China.
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“Under the current circumstances, China, Afghanistan and Pakistan should restart the trilateral
cooperation mechanism and advance cooperation in the three areas of politics, development
and security based on the principles of mutual respect, equal-footed consultation and mutual
benefit,” Foreign Minister Wang Yi said following talks with Pakistani Foreign Minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi and Acting Foreign Minister of Taliban government Amir Khan Muttaqi.
China on Wednesday and Thursday hosted the third summit of Foreign Ministers from
Afghanistan’s neighbouring countries, including China, Russia, Pakistan, Iran, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, part of a new dialogue mechanism championed by Beijing and
Islamabad. India has not been invited to the three meetings.

IA

In a letter to the summit, hosted in eastern Anhui province, China’s President Xi Jinping pledged
to back Afghanistan’s development, saying China was “committed to supporting its pursuit of
peace, stabilityand development” with the country coming “to a critical point of transition from
chaos to order.”
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The Ministers of China, Afghanistan and Pakistan met separately on the sidelines of the
conference, and underlined their close ties. Shortly before the Taliban’s return to power in
August last year, China and Pakistan decided to align their Afghanistan strategies and follow a
joint approach. Both countries have since sought closer relations with the Taliban government.

cr

Mr. Wang said the three sides should “jointly advance Belt and Road cooperation and extend
the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor to Afghanistan, and help Afghanistan participate in
regional connectivity.”
The Foreign Ministers of the seven neighbouring countries, in a joint statement, issued a thinlyveiled criticism of the United States, saying they “urged countries mainly responsible for the
current predicament in Afghanistan to earnestly fulfil commitments on the economic recovery
and future development of Afghanistan.” They also expressed “deep concern” over the
worsening humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan.
Agreeing to hold their fourth summit next year in Tashkent, they also launched a new
mechanism for regular consultations among their special representatives for Afghanistan and
the setting up of working groups for political and diplomatic issues, economic and humanitarian
matters, and security.
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SRI LANKA DECLARES EMERGENCY AFTER VIOLENT
PROTESTS OVER ECONOMIC CRISIS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka is in the midst of its worst economic crisis in years with rolling blackouts for up to 13
hours a day as the government scrambles to secure foreign exchange to pay for fuel imports
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Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa declared a nationwide public emergency late on
Friday following violent protests over the country's worst economic crisis in decades.
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In a Sri Lankan government gazette notification, Rajapaksa said the decision was taken in the
interests of public security, the protection of public order, and to ensure the maintenance of
supplies and essential services.
On Thursday hundreds of protesters clashed with police and military outside President
Rajapaksa's residence in a suburb of the capital, Colombo.
Police arrested 53 people and imposed a curfew in and around Colombo on Friday to contain
sporadic protests that have broken out over shortages of essential items including fuel and other
goods.
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The island nation of 22 million people is in the midst of its worst economic crisis in years with
rolling blackouts for up to 13 hours a day as the government scrambles to secure foreign
exchange to pay for fuel imports.
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Police used tear gas and water cannons to disperse crowds near the president's residence on
Thursday, after they torched several police and army vehicles.
One official said at least two dozen police personnel were injured in the clashes, but declined to
comment on the number of protesters who were hurt.
Tourism minister Prasanna Ranatunge warned such protests would harm economic prospects.
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"The main issue Sri Lanka is facing is a forex shortage and protests of this nature will hurt
tourism and have economic consequences," Ranatunge said.
The U.N. representative in the country, Hanaa Singer-Hamdy, called for restraint from all groups
involved in the clashes.
"We are monitoring developments and are concerned by reports of violence," she said on
Twitter.
Trading on the country's stock market was suspended for a third consecutive day on Friday after
the main blue-chip index fell 10% from the previous close.
This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
Download the App to get 14 days of unlimited access to Mint Premium absolutely free!
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SOLOMON ISLANDS WON’T HOST CHINA MILITARY
BASE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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Solomon Islands Prime Minister Manasseh Sogavare said on Friday his government would not
allow a Chinese military base to be built in his country “under its watch” as he defended a
pending security agreement with Beijing.
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Mr. Sogavare dismissed concerns the deal would allow China a base in the South Pacific and
labelled the claims as “misinformation”.
If China was to set up its military base in the Pacific, “it would have done so with either Papua
New Guinea or Fiji,” he said in a statement, arguing that they were among the first South Pacific
nations to establish bilateral relations with Beijing.
A draft version of the agreement, leaked last week, detailed measures to allow Chinese security
and naval deployments to the Pacific island nation.
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BIMSTEC AFTER THE COLOMBO SUMMIT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: International Treaties & Agreements, and other important
organizations

Many unfinished tasks | Photo Credit: AP
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The fifth summit of the regional grouping, the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical
and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC), held virtually in Colombo on March 30, has undoubtedly
advanced the cause of regional cooperation and integration. But a dispassionate look at the
grouping, composed of five South Asian countries and two Southeast Asian countries, is
needed, especially as it celebrates its 25th anniversary in June this year. The member-states
are: Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and Myanmar and Thailand.
BIMSTEC is no longer a mere initiative or programme. The question to address is whether it is
now capable of tackling the challenges facing the region. Representing a fifth of the world’s
population that contributes only 4% of the global GDP, can this multilateral grouping trigger
accelerated economic development?
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It was clear that BIMSTEC first needed to strengthen itself — by re-defining its purpose and
rejuvenating its organs and institutions. The much-needed process was launched at the
Leaders’ Retreat convened by India in 2016. It gathered momentum, thanks to the outcome of a
forward-looking summit held in Kathmandu in 2018. The eventual result is now seen in the
package of decisions and agreements announced at the latest summit.
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The package comprises, first of all, the grouping’s charter. Adopted formally, it presents
BIMSTEC as “an inter-governmental organization” with “legal personality.” Defining BIMSTEC’s
purposes, it lists 11 items in the first article. Among them is acceleration of “the economic growth
and social progress in the Bay of Bengal region”, and promotion of “multidimensional
connectivity”. The grouping now views itself not as a sub-regional organisation but as a regional
organisation whose destiny is linked with the area around the Bay of Bengal.
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The second element is the decision to re-constitute and reduce the number of sectors of
cooperation from the unwieldy 14 to a more manageable seven. Each member-state will serve
as a lead for a sector: trade, investment and development (Bangladesh); environment and
climate change (Bhutan); security, including energy (India); agriculture and food security
(Myanmar); people-to-people contacts (Nepal); science, technology and innovation (Sri Lanka),
and connectivity (Thailand).
Editorial | Cohesion and co-operation: On power imbalances in BIMSTEC
Third, the summit participants adopted the Master Plan for Transport Connectivity applicable for
2018-2028. This approval was delayed, but its importance lies in the highest-level political
support accorded to this ambitious plan. It was devised and backed by the Asian Development
Bank (ADB). It lists 264 projects entailing a total investment of $126 billion. Projects worth $55
billion are under implementation. BIMSTEC needs to generate additional funding and push for
timely implementation of the projects. Finally, the package also includes three new agreements
signed by member states, relating to mutual legal assistance in criminal matters, cooperation
between diplomatic academies, and the establishment of a technology transfer facility in
Colombo.
Post Colombo, a quick look at the unfinished tasks and new challenges gives an idea of the
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burden of responsibilities on the grouping. The pillar of trade, economic and investment
cooperation needs greater strengthening and at a faster pace.
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Despite signing a framework agreement for a comprehensive Free Trade Agreement (FTA) in
2004, BIMSTEC stands far away from this goal. Of the seven constituent agreements needed
for the FTA, only two are in place as of now. The general formulations of the Colombo
Declaration instil little confidence about prospects of early progress. The need for expansion of
connectivity was stressed by one and all, but when it comes to finalising legal instruments for
coastal shipping, road transport and intra-regional energy grid connection, much work remains
unfinished. On the positive side, however, there needs to be mention of the speedy success
achieved in deepening cooperation in security matters and management of Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR). As security and economic development are interrelated,
it is essential to ensure an equitable balance between the two pillars.

S.
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Statements by leaders at the summit gave important clues about the thinking on how to tackle
the challenges. The Nepalese Prime Minister, Sher Bahadur Deuba, in a most candid speech
emphasised the point that “with less than a decade left, our region is not on track to achieve any
of the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030”. He added that the COVID-19 pandemic “has
further strained our development effort”. The Thailand Prime Minister (and Defence Minister)
Gen. Prayut Chan-o-cha, as the new Chair, expressed his resolve to work for ‘a Prosperous,
Resilient and Robust, and Open (PRO) BIMSTEC’ during his tenure. As a co-founder and key
driver, Thailand can contribute much, provided it marshals sufficient institutional and political
resources.
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It was left to Prime Minister Narendra Modi to offer an array of practical suggestions to
strengthen the grouping. India was the only country to offer additional funding to the Secretariat
and also to support the Secretary General’s proposal to establish an Eminent Persons Group
(EPG) for producing a vision document. Other countries need to emulate this sincere matching
of words with action.
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Governments showed considerable creativity by agreeing to restrict Myanmar’s participation in
the summit to the Foreign Minister’s level. This obviated diplomatic controversy. Thailand and
India will need to be astute in managing Myanmar’s engagement until the political situation there
becomes normal. BIMSTEC should focus more in the future on new areas such as the blue
economy, the digital economy, and promotion of exchanges and links among start-ups and
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs). Besides, three more suggestions deserve
consideration.
First, the personal engagement of the political leadership should be stepped up. The decision
taken in Colombo to host a summit every two years is welcome if implemented. But in the
medium term, an annual summit should be the goal, with an informal retreat built into its
programme.
Second, BIMSTEC needs greater visibility. India’s turn to host the G20 leaders’ summit in 2023
presents a golden opportunity, which can be leveraged optimally. Perhaps all its members
should be invited to the G20 summit as the chair’s special guests.
Finally, the suggestion to simplify the grouping’s name needs urgent attention. The present
name running into 12 words should be changed to four words only — the Bay of Bengal
Community (BOBC). It will help the institution immensely. Brevity reflects gravitas.
Rajiv Bhatia is Distinguished Fellow, Gateway House, and former Ambassador to Myanmar
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INDIA-AUSTRALIA DEAL TO DOUBLE BILATERAL
TRADE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Australia

Mr. Morrison said the deal “opens a big door into the world’s fastest growing major economy for
Australian farmers, manufacturers, producers and so many more”.
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Indian exports to Australia have been growing at a rapid clip and the agreement, which may be
expanded further after its implementation in the current form, will facilitate zero duty access “on
over 96% of Indian exports, including several labour-intensive industries,” Mr. Goyal said.
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India will, in turn, offer preferential access to Australia on over 70% of its tariff lines on goods
imports, including ‘lines of export interest to Australia which are primarily raw materials and
intermediaries such as coal, mineral ores and wines, etc.’, the Commerce Ministry said.
In a joint statement with Mr. Morrison, Australia’s Trade, Tourism and Industry Minister Dan
Trehan said, “Tariffs will be eliminated on more than 85% of Australian goods exports to India
(valued at more than $12.6 billion a year), rising to almost 91% (valued at $13.4 billion) over 10
years.”
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Talks with Australia for a possible trade and economic partnership pact had begun about a
decade ago, but were aborted after a previous regime in Canberra asked India to join the
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership instead.
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After India refused to join the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, negotiations
were stalled. Fresh parleys between the two sides began last September after Mr. Trehan
visited India.
Amending laws

Australia, which goes to polls this year, has agreed to amend its tax laws to resolve India’s longstanding complaint that its firms providing technical services in the country are taxed on their
offshore income. Both trade ministers said the electoral cycle will not impact the trade pact.
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With a rich repertoire of vineyards in Yarra Valley and beyond, Australia will now be able to
export wine bottles of 750 ml, costing over $5 dollars, to India at a concessional import duty and
the countries have agreed to set up a joint dialogue to work together on wine-related trade
issues. A working group will also be set up to resolve issues related to bilateral trade in whisky
and other alcoholic beverages.
The Commerce Ministry said the agreement provides adequate safeguards to prevent
circumvention and protect against a sudden surge in import of goods. It also said this is the first
trade deal which includes a compulsory review mechanism after 15 years.
This is the second economic partnership pact signed within a week, following a similar deal with
the UAE last week. Mr. Goyal said more such deals are in the offing.
“We are in very active dialogue with the U.K., Canada, and have agreed to work on an interim
agreement with both that can be done faster, followed by a comprehensive arrangement,” he
said.
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NEPAL PM SEEKS TO RESOLVE BORDER DISPUTE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Nepal
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Both sides were expected to address the issue under an existing mechanism led by the Foreign
Secretaries but that meeting is yet to be announced. Nepal had earlier written to New Delhi
seeking the meeting of the Foreign Secretary-level mechanism to discuss the border dispute at
Kalapani.
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India also urged Nepal to avoid “politicisation“ of the boundary dispute. Foreign Secretary Harsh
Vardhan Shringla, briefing the media after the talks, said, “There was a general understanding
that both sides needed to address this in a responsible manner through discussion and
dialogue. In the spirit of our close and friendly relations, politicisation of such issues should be
avoided.” India’s position on avoiding politicisation of the Kalapani issue appears to be aimed at
the upcoming election season in the Himalayan country when emotive issues like the border
dispute are expected to be raised during political campaigns by both the Opposition led by
former PM K.P. Sharma Oli and some sections of the ruling coalition of Nepali Congress and
CPN-Maoist Center.
The two leaders inaugurated the broad gauge Jaynagar-Kurtha rail link that will establish rail
connectivity to Janakpur in Nepal. India also launched the RuPay card facility in Nepal during
the formal ceremony held at the Hyderabad House.
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The two sides came out with a Joint Vision Statement on Power Sector cooperation between
India and Nepal recognising “unprecedented opportunities”. Prime Minister Modi and PM Deuba
jointly inaugurated the 90 km long 132 KVDC Solu Corridor Transmission line and substation
that were built through the Line of Credit extended by India.
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Both the leaders welcomed the February 28 Nepal-India agreement to enable long term supply
of fertilizers from India to Nepal, a key demand of Kathmandu to deal with the fertilizer crisis in
the country. For the past few years, Nepal’s agriculture sector has been suffering from a
shortage of urea and chemical fertilizers.
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Under the G-2-G agreement, Kathmandu can import around 210,000 metric tonnes of chemical
fertilizer from India annually.
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INDIAN COMMUNITY IN CHINA FEELS THE PINCH AS
TRAVEL BAN NEARS TWO YEARS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Closed off:Students pursuing medical education in China at a protest seeking government
intervention for continuing their studies, in Thiruvananthapuram.File photo
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An effective ban by Chinese authorities on travellers from India for the past two years has
strained Indian businesses in China as well as families that have in some cases been separated
for as long as two years.
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Indian community associations in China estimate there are several thousand Indians who are
waiting to return to China. This is in addition to thousands of students enrolled in Chinese
universities — most in medical colleges — who have been calling on the Chinese government to
facilitate their return.
Following talks with visiting Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi in New Delhi on March 25,
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said he “took up strongly the predicament of Indian
students studying in China who have not been allowed to return, citing COVID restrictions”.
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“We hope that China will take a non-discriminatory approach, since it involves the future of so
many young people,” he said. “Minister Wang Yi assured me that he would speak to the relevant
authorities on his return on this matter. He also recognised the particular concerns that medical
students have in this difficult situation.”
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Unlike the students, businesses said their cases, as well as those of families that have been
separated by China’s travel bans, have not received similar attention.
More than a dozen people told The Hindu in interviews that Chinese authorities have for much of
the past two years continued to deny business visas as well as visas for even immediate family
members, including spouses and children, of Indian nationals who have remained in China to
run their businesses.
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Last year, the Chinese Embassy in India said they would “facilitate” travellers inoculated with
Chinese vaccines, which are not available in India. This prompted dozens of businesspeople
and families to travel to Nepal and West Asia.
“We spent thousands of dollars travelling and staying there for one month to get two shots,” said
one businessman who had organised a group. “But when we came back, we were still refused
visas,” he said.
Current regulations
China is the only major country still closed off from the rest of the world with restrictions on
international travel. Under China’s current regulations, visas are issued only for emergency
humanitarian reasons to visit critically ill relatives or to “resume operation and production”
including for economic and trade purposes.
While the regulations apply to all countries and are not India-specific, a representative of an
Indian community association said that Indian businesspeople were particularly facing some
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restrictions.
“We know of businesspeople from several countries who have been allowed to return,” the
representative said. “A letter is needed from the local government for the visa application, but we
were told by more than one local government that they will not give the letter for Indians. They
said there is a clear instruction that they cannot do so.”

m

One businessman involved in the shoe industry in Fujian who has not been able to return said, “I
have to pay rent, salaries for my workers, and I need to visit factories. I cannot do any of those
things and I am facing losses.”
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Another businessman who runs a company in southern Guangdong, and was back in India for a
personal visit when the pandemic began in Wuhan, said he can no longer run his business
which involves taking buyers to and sourcing goods from China.
Others have spoken of being separated from their families, with either their spouses and
children in China or their family in India unable to join them. “We can travel from China to India,
but we are told even if we have a visa we will not be allowed to go back,” said one businessman
in Shanghai.
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China, which is currently dealing with a surge of Omicron cases especially in Shanghai, has said
it will continue with its “zero COVID” approach and there are no signs of opening up. That is
expected to continue at least until November when President Xi Jinping is likely to begin his third
term following an all-important once-in-five-year party congress, with the government presenting
China’s “zero COVID” strategy of the past two years as one of Mr. Xi’s successes and as a
contrast from how the West handled the pandemic.
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RUSSIA-UKRAINE WAR: A HUNDRED COMPANIES
WORLDWIDE PULL $45 BILLION OF DEALS SINCE
WAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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At least a hundred companies worldwide have delayed or pulled financing deals worth more
than $45 billion since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
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These include initial public offerings, bonds or loans and acquisitions. U.S. equity market deals
were the worst hit by global volatility in the first quarter as a crop of firms postponed listings,
while Japanese and European debt markets also suffered from delays.
The disruption comes as the conflict roiled funding markets, hurt investor appetite for risk and
increased uncertainty over growth, interest-rate hikes and supply chains. The pulled deals mean
the feast in fees that bankers experienced last year may be about to turn to famine.

Timing Problem

IA

“Volatile markets have meant that it has been harder to execute deals," said Marco Baldini, head
of EMEA bond syndicate at Barclays Plc. Sales of high-grade bonds plummeted as the war in
Ukraine unfolded, but in a promising sign “volumes have picked up significantly as we head into
Easter," he said.
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About 50 companies have shelved their IPO plans since late February, of which almost 30 were
U.S. listings, including the likes of Bioxytran Inc., Crown Equity Holdings Inc. and Sagimet
Biosciences Inc. It’s difficult to estimate the total value of the delayed IPOs, as most of the
transaction sizes haven’t been revealed.
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The most prominent delays with disclosed amounts came from Asia and Europe. Olam
International Ltd. postponed a primary listing of its food unit on the London Stock Exchange that
would have valued the business at 13 billion pounds ($17.1 billion), while Chinese conglomerate
Dalian Wanda Group Co. put on hold a planned Hong Kong IPO of its shopping mall unit that
was targeting to raise about $3 billion.
“Many plans for fresh offerings are likely to be shelved until a measure of more calm returns,"
said Susannah Streeter, senior investment and markets analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown Plc.
“Timing is everything for an IPO."
M&A Hit

Mergers and acquisitions have not been left unscathed, with around 10 deals valued at more
than $5 billion stalled since the war. That’s left global M&A down 15% in the first three months of
the year to $1.02 trillion, the lowest tally since the third quarter of 2020, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg.
Microsoft Corp.’s $69 billion takeover of video game publisher Activision Blizzard Inc. was one of
the few megadeals as companies mostly shied away from large transactions.
The worst decline was in Europe, where acquisitions targeting the region’s companies fell 38%.
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The U.K’s Spectris Plc ended negotiations in March to buy Oxford Instruments Plc in a deal that
would have been valued at 1.8 billion pounds. Peel Hunt Ltd. said the delayed deals will dent its
investment banking revenue, while peer Numis Corp. also warned of a hit.
The impact of the war has been felt across global bond markets, where issuance is down 14%
so far this year, according to Bloomberg data. Eight issuers from Europe, including the Slovak
Republic, utility EnBW Energie Baden-Wuerttemberg AG, and French financial firm Coface SA
shelved more than $5 billion of bonds.
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In Japan, seven companies including Sumitomo Mitsui Construction Co. Ltd., Tohoku Electric
Power Co. Inc. and Orix Corp. have pulled domestic bond issues totaling about $800 million.
And in India, even state-owned Indian Railway Finance Corp. Ltd. couldn’t avoid delaying its
sale.
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Other debt markets, including leveraged loans and asset-backed securities, are also struggling.
Callaway Golf Co. was marketing a $950 million loan before placing it on hold indefinitely in
early March, citing market conditions. German eye-care firm Veonet Group shelved a 795 million
euro loan that was in syndication on the day the war erupted on Feb. 24.
Even electric car giant Tesla Inc. had to delay a sale of more than $1 billion in asset-backed
securities in mid-March, while the likes of Deutsche Bank AG had to put commercial mortgagebacked deals on hold.
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“The war in Ukraine is exacerbating existing supply chain constraints and raising input costs for
corporate borrowers, just as central banks are set to tighten financial conditions in response to
the worst inflation data in decades," says Scope Ratings in a recent report.
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LAUNCH OF RUPAY IN NEPAL TO ENHANCE
FINANCIAL CONNECTIVITY: PM MODI
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Nepal

The launch of RuPay in Nepal is a significant move to enhance financial linkages between the
two countries, India's foreign Secretary Harsh Vardhan Shringla said on Saturday.
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"It is expected to facilitate bilateral tourist flows, strengthen people to people linkage," he added.
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He made the comments at a media briefing following wide-ranging talks between Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and his visiting Nepalese counterpart Sher Bahadur Deuba.
Nepal's Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba met his Indian counterpart Narendra Modi and
inaugurated the Himalayan nation's only railway link with its southern neighbour on Saturday in
a summit meant to deepen relations.
Deuba's first trip to India since becoming prime minister in July comes a week after a visit by
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi to Nepal.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi said the introduction of RuPay card in Nepal will add a new
chapter to our financial connectivity. "Other projects like Nepal Police Academy, Integrated
Check Post in Nepalganj, Ramayana Circuit etc. will also bring the two countries closer," PM
Modi said.
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There was a general understanding that the boundary issue between India and Nepal needed to
be addressed in a responsible manner through dialogue and its politicisation should be avoided,
Shringla said.
In his statement to the media, Deuba said the boundary issue was discussed and he urged Modi
to resolve it through the establishment of a bilateral mechanism.
Shringla said the issue was briefly discussed.
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"The issue was briefly discussed. There was a general understanding that both sides needed to
address this in a responsible manner through discussion and dialogue in the spirit of our close
and friendly relations and politicisation of such issues needs to be avoided," he said.
Shringla was replying to a question on the issue.
"I think there was a sense that we should address it through discussion and dialogue," he
added.
Ties between India and Nepal came under severe strain after Nepal published a new political
map in 2020 that showed the three Indian territories - Limpiyadhura, Kalapani and Lipulekh - as
part of Nepal.
On its part, India reacted sharply, calling it a "unilateral act" and cautioning Kathmandu that such
"artificial enlargement" of territorial claims will not be acceptable to it.
The row started after Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurated an 80-km-long strategically
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crucial road connecting the Lipulekh pass with Dharchula in Uttarakhand in May 2020.
Nepal protested the inauguration of the road claiming that it passed through its territory and
came out with the new map weeks later.
Shringla visited Nepal in November 2020 with an aim to reset the ties. Shringla's trip was
followed by a visit to India by then Nepalese foreign minister Pradeep Kumar Gyawali.
Download the App to get 14 days of unlimited access to Mint Premium absolutely free!
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WHY LEADERS OF THE WORLD ARE HEADING FOR
INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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Rare coincidences are sometimes overlooked. Last week, in New Delhi, an unusual coincidence
occurred when both Russian foreign minister Sergei Lavrov and British foreign secretary Liz
Truss visited the capital on the same day. The two individuals represent opposing global poles.
Consider the situation: both had to travel to Lutyens’ Delhi with their different thoughts and offers
as if they were the “sales director" of a major corporation.
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Because of the Ukraine conflict, tensions between Russia and the West are at an all-time high.
India, the world’s largest democracy, has become critical for both sides in such a situation. What
proposals did they bring with them? Lavrov made a straightforward offer: buy oil and weapons
from us at a reduced price. Although it is unknown if the two countries will meet to discuss
furthering ties, it will be impossible to forget the good old days when Moscow was always nice to
New Delhi. On the basis of the longstanding confidence, Lavrov also urged India to intervene in
the conflict.
What was Truss’ reaction? What else than the dream of democracy and prosperity?
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People worldwide believed in this dream because life was so harsh back then. In 1990, 36% of
the global population was living in abject poverty. It fell to 10% over the next 25 years. It was
predicted that by 2030, no one on this planet will be classified as “very impoverished." No one
could have predicted that a pandemic would snuff out such lovely ideals and that the allure of
capitalism-induced affluence would become a symbol of a dilapidated system.
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According to the United Nations University’s World Institute for Development Economics
Research, covid-19 has pushed 8% of the world’s population back into poverty. The population
of poorer nations has borne the brunt of the pandemic, with 230 million people in India forced
back to the lowest levels of poverty.
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What were the leaders of rich countries doing during the pandemic, when the people of poor and
developing countries were suffering? They had shut down their land and air routes. They even
became indifferent to the rest of the world. During that dismal moment, people were astounded
to see how the promise of a “Global Village" had been lost. It could not have been predicted that
the capitalist system’s promises would be so completely blown away in just 30 years. In the
1990s, it was also difficult to imagine. The West’s authorities, who had handled the poor world
with ruthlessness, were also attempting to pin the blame on the East by dubbing covid as the
Chinese virus.’ The instigator of this hatred was none other than then US President Donald
Trump.
Further, Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, Haiti, Libya and Syria have all suffered massive losses at
the hands of the West as a result of various strikes by the superpowers over the last three
decades. Countries that could not be directly assaulted were plunged into civil wars. Such
activities have wreaked havoc even on well-off countries like Iraq. According to UN estimates,
8.40 million people had to be relocated globally by the middle of 2021. Attacks, civil war, and
terrorism were the main cause.
As a result, whether Russia attacks Syria, Crimea or Ukraine, the West is in no position to
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intervene. The President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy, has led his country down a path of
doom as a result of their many hollow assurances. As of 30 March, 4 million Ukrainians had
moved to other countries, while 6 million were compelled to seek asylum.
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Now that the West’s claims have been exposed, it is time to show them their place. It is no
surprise that when Truss tried to advise India on 31 March, External Affairs Minister S.
Jaishankar responded appropriately. He exposed the West’s double standards by claiming that
European countries had imported 15% more oil and gas from Russia in March than the previous
month. Earlier, Jaishankar had responded appropriately to China’s Foreign Minister, saying that
India would not be pressured.
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This is the New India. Since the start of the war, important leaders from many countries have
visited New Delhi, including the Prime Minister of Japan, the ‘Deputy’ of the American Security
Adviser, and the Foreign Minister of Greece. Many more important officials are expected to visit
North Block in the following days. India is, without a doubt, a beacon of hope for the rest of the
world.
The Russia-Ukraine conflict has wreaked havoc on Europe, which is already beset by its own
inner contradictions. This is the finest time for our ministry of external affairs to chalk out a
strategy that would get us to our goal.
Download the App to get 14 days of unlimited access to Mint Premium absolutely free!
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IN A MAJOR BREAKTHROUGH, SOUTH SUDAN RIVALS
SEAL SECURITY PACT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

In what has been hailed as a major breakthrough, South Sudan’s rival leaders sealed an
agreement on Sunday on a key military provision of their stuttering peace deal.
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President Salva Kiir and his rival, Vice President Riek Machar, agreed on the creation of a
unified armed forces command, one of several crucial unresolved issues holding up
implementation of the 2018 deal to end the country’s bloody five-year civil war.
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“Peace is about security and today we have (achieved) a milestone,” said Martin Abucha, who
signed the agreement on behalf of Machar’s Opposition SPLM/A-IO.
Minister of presidential affairs Barnaba Marial Benjamin hailed the deal — signed following
mediation by neighbouring Sudan — as a “necessary step... that opens a route for the stable
government of the Republic of South Sudan”.
Tensions between forces loyal to Mr. Kiir and Mr. Machar have spiralled recently, triggering
fears in the international community of a return to full-blown conflict in the world’s youngest
nation.
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Both men were at the ceremony in the capital Juba for the signing of the accord, which
stipulates a 60-40 distribution in favour of Mr. Kiir’s side of key leadership posts in the Army,
police and national security forces.
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Landlocked South Sudan has suffered from chronic instability since it declared independence
from Sudan in 2011.
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‘INDIA AND MEXICO HAVE DIFFERENT WAYS TO
ARRIVE AT SAME POINT ON RUSSIA’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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Tell us about the purpose of your visit here.
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Mexico, like India, has taken a stand against sanctions on Russia, making the case that the
current polarisation is a threat to global security. Mexico’s Foreign MinisterMarcelo Ebrard was
in New Delhi for meetings with External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar, and said it was crucial to
find a political solution as soon as possible to the Ukraine crisis.

The purpose of the visit mainly, is to advance India and Mexico’s ties to a strategic partnership.
Currently, India is the ninth largest partner of Mexico in trade. So, we need to structure a more
definitive relationship for the future. We are in a crisis in the multilateral system — India, as well
as Mexico and other countries — and we are very concerned about that. We need to organise
ourselves in order to reduce polarisation, which is increasingly a threat for global security and
stability.
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You discussed cooperation at the UN Security Council where both India and Mexico are
members this year. Yet last month, when Mexico and France sponsored a proposal for a
resolution on the humanitarian crisis in Ukraine, India abstained both in the UN Security
Council and the UN General Assembly. Were you disappointed?
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No, not really, because both countries have a different reality, and we have our different ways or
mechanisms to reach the same point. And that main point is: not to corner Russia, to avoid
escalation of the conflict in Ukraine in all the multilateral spaces and try to find out a political
solution as soon as possible. So we are in the same position that Turkey and others are,
because if you cannot find a political solution to the conflict, we are going to have an uncertainty
in economic and political relations worldwide.
What kind of coordination do you hope for on this issue with India?
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I think that we can work together on political issues, for instance, we are preparing for the G-20
meeting in Indonesia, along with some other countries like South Africa. It is important that
countries like ours [non P-5] talk among ourselves about how to reduce polarisation. Why should
we wait for others to take decisions? So this was the main dialogue with India on my visit.
The U.S. has said publicly that they would like for Russia to be kept out of the G-20, due
to the war. What is Mexico’s position? Is this something you discussed as well with
Indian officials?
Yes, I have spoken to several friends including Indonesia, India, that is not a good idea to
exclude the Russians from G-20. The G-20 is not a political forum in the first place. And
secondly, assuming that this happens in the future, what’s going to happen next? Russia is the
11th largest economy [11th in terms of nominal GDP, 6th in terms of PPP] in the world. So, are
we going to organise two different groups of countries, some Cold War style grouping... what’s
next for the United Nations? How far will this go? So it doesn’t make sense for me, and for
Mexico’s foreign policy.
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Despite some pressure from the United States, Mexico, like India, has not joined the
sanctions. Do you think that the sanctions that have been imposed by more than 30
countries on Russia are going to be effective?
Let me point out historically, for instance, the Cuba situation. The blockade on Cuba has been
on for 60 years, with huge suffering for the people and the economy. But they [remain] there,
they haven’t changed. So it seems that sanctions don’t work, really. Obviously, these countries
[sanctioning Russia] have all the freedom to take those decisions. But Mexico will not join this
sanctions policy.
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Where do you think India’s role lies when it comes to the conflict in Ukraine?
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India is a very important country at this point, because India can talk at the same time with
Russia, U.K., Mexico, United States, and very few countries that have this network. And you
have a brilliant Foreign Minister, if I may say so.
You have been to the Middle East, you visited the Saudis.... Amongst other issues on the
mind of the world, is rising fuel prices, especially out of this crisis. Is there a
conversation between India and Mexico on cooperation when it comes to oil and petrol?
Well, this is always a part of our conversation, because Mexico exports a lot of crude oil to India
[sixth largest supplier in 2021]. Traditionally, we are close partners in this regard.
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Did you discuss the proposal by India and South Africa at the WTO for a full waiver of
patents on COVID vaccines and medicines?
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Yes, we are preparing an MoU between our regulatory authorities, to bring India and Mexico’s
positions closer. One of the biggest problems we face is that in Mexico, for instance, we have 40
million people who have taken the [Russian] Sputnik V vaccines or [Chinese] CanSino vaccines
etc., but they haven’t yet got approval for these from the World Health Organization. Those
vaccines are working, we have the facts to prove that. We see Covaxin has similar problems.
So we are talking about this with India, on how to build an approval process for vaccines, which
is not politicised. We are talking about a life and death situation here.
Read full interview at: https://rb.gy/6kwcve
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Obviously, these countries have all the freedom to take those decisions. But Mexico will not join
this sanctions policy.
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TAMPERING WITH THE CONSTITUTION IN PAKISTAN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan

A motorcyclist rides past a billboard with the picture of Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan
outside the National Assembly in Islamabad, Pakistan. | Photo Credit: AP
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Can an unconstitutional act be considered a ‘brilliant political move’, a ‘masterstroke’? That is
how Prime Minister Imran Khan’s subversion of both politics and the Constitution in Parliament
on April 3 is being seen by many in Pakistan. As a consequence of Mr. Khan’s action, the
country has no National Assembly as of today and no federal Cabinet. Mr. Khan stays on as
Prime Minister for another week. As Prime Minister, Mr. Khan asked the President of Pakistan to
dismiss Parliament. As per the Constitution, a new caretaker Prime Minister and Cabinet need to
be announced within the week, and elections must be held in 90 days. The dissolution of
Parliament and the way it was done is being seen as ‘brilliant’, largely because it was not
anticipated and also because of the manner in which the blow was delivered.
The events of April 3 will go down as one of the most interesting, clever, devious and blatantly
unconstitutional (of which there have been many) steps taken in Pakistan’s political history. Here
is a micro history of the events of the last few weeks which led to the constitutional and political
crisis which Pakistan now faces.
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The combined opposition in and outside Parliament, constituting primarily of former Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif’s Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN), former President Asif
Zardari’s Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP), and Maulana Fazal-ur-Rahman’s Jamiat Ulema-eIslam-Fazl (JUI-F), launched a movement some months ago to constitutionally oust Mr. Khan’s
coalition government headed by his party, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI). This opposition
created an umbrella grouping, the Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM), in September 2020. It
was clear that Mr. Khan’s governance model, particularly with regard to the economy, was
failing. Since he came to power in August 2018, the Pakistani Rupee has lost 35% of its value
against the U.S. Dollar, inflation has been running in double digits for many months, and only
loans from some countries and the International Monetary Fund have kept the economy barely
afloat. There has been huge discontent against the worsening economic situation and the PDM
made this the cornerstone of its anti-government strategy.
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However, the PDM dilly-dallied on how the political process to oust Mr. Khan should continue.
The two main parties of the PDM — Mr. Sharif’s PMLN and Mr. Zardari’s PPP — often had
different intentions, ranging from members of the PDM themselves resigning from Parliament to
forcing Mr. Khan to resign. After many weeks of political sagacity and unity, the PDM eventually
reached a stage where it was able to break Mr. Khan’s coalition government and create a
majority in Parliament with the PTI’s former allies, to table and pass a no-confidence motion
against Mr. Khan. The intention, had the PDM won, was to elect a new Prime Minister from the
group and, given the imploding state of the economy, to hold new elections within a few months.
In any case, the new government would have had 17 months before the Parliament’s five years
would have come to an end. Mr. Khan was never going to give in so easily. As he said on many
occasions, he would “fight till the last ball”.
Mr. Khan went to the streets, held numerous rallies, kept taunting the opposition about its
composition, and calling the three leaders of the PDM “crooks” and “convicts”. He rallied his
followers. It became clear that he had entered electioneering mode. While the opposition gained
strength inside Parliament, Mr. Khan alleged that there was a “foreign conspiracy” against
Pakistan and his government and that the U.S. had decided to oust him. He showed a letter,
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said to have been written by a U.S. official, in which these threats were made. This later became
a memo written by a Pakistani official in Washington, DC. Nevertheless, whether any such letter
existed or not, Mr. Khan upped the ‘foreign conspiracy’ theory and this became part of his
political narrative. He stated that the leaders of the opposition were part of this conspiracy and
were, hence, traitors to the state and to the Constitution of Pakistan.
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This is exactly what was stated in order to subvert the proceedings on April 3 when Parliament
gathered to pass its no-confidence motion. The Law Minister stood up and cited Article 5 from
the Constitution (Loyalty to the State and Obedience to the Constitution) to state that the
opposition’s no-confidence motion should be dismissed as it had conspired against the State of
Pakistan. The Deputy Speaker read out a statement agreeing with the Law Minister’s
submission, and the Parliament session was ended instantly. The opposition parties, which had
gathered in Parliament to pass a no-confidence motion against the Prime Minister, which would
have certainly passed, were left stunned by the way the Law Minister and the Deputy Speaker of
the National Assembly started and ended proceedings — all within a few minutes. Soon after the
dismissal of the no-confidence motion, Prime Minister Khan went on television to inform the
Pakistani electorate that he had asked the President of Pakistan to dissolve the National
Assembly. Within minutes, the President, on the advice of the Prime Minister and according to
the Constitution of Pakistan, did just that.
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Numerous complications have emerged regarding the events of those few minutes. A question
raised is whether the Deputy Speaker’s action — he ended the Parliament’s session without
giving the Leader of the Opposition a chance to respond to the Law Minister — was legitimate.
Given that all this happened within just a few minutes, it seems clear that the Speaker, the
Deputy Speaker and the President had pre-planned and coordinated the manner in which the
events would unfold. Moreover, while the Supreme Court of Pakistan is set to debate and sort
out the manner in which the events related to the Constitution took place, legal opinion and
precedents state that the Supreme Court cannot intervene in the proceedings held in
Parliament. This would imply, at first reading, that the Deputy Speaker’s ruling cannot be
challenged by the Supreme Court, despite the fact that the Chief Justice of Pakistan has taken
suo motu cognisance of the events of April 3 and constituted a Bench of the Supreme Court.
Most lawyers have agreed that the Deputy Speaker’s move was unconstitutional, yet also
consider Parliament sacrosanct. They argue that the Deputy Speaker’s ruling cannot be
challenged.
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Prime Minister Khan has repeatedly argued that since the opposition wanted him to resign and
call elections, he has already done so and they should be grateful. While part of the opposition
has got what it wanted, it knows it has been played. If elections are held under the fog of unconstitutionalism now, they will be as tainted as were the elections of 2018. At that time, there
was much speculation that a particular state institution had ensured Mr. Khan’s selection. That
institution is conspicuous by its absence from the public discourse at the moment and one waits
for it to make its move.
S. Akbar Zaidi is a political economist based in Karachi. These are his personal views and do
not represent those of any institution
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UNGA TO VOTE ON RUSSIA’S HRC SUSPENSION
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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India’s vote at the UN General Assembly will be watched closely, as a resolution sponsored by
the U.S., U.K. and other countries seeks to suspend Russia’s membership of the UN Human
Rights Council (HRC), where it is an elected member, after the discovery of mass graves and
human rights excesses in the Ukrainian city of Bucha.
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Thus far, India has abstained on at least 10 resolutions critical of Russia at the UN Security
Council, UN General Assembly, Human Rights Council and the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).
On Thursday, the UNGA is expected to vote on the resolution calling for the suspension of
Russia from the Human Rights Council, after which members will make their statements on the
situation in Ukraine.
The vote will follow after a series of foreign officials and Ministers from countries that are part of
the U.S.-EU led sanctions regime visited Delhi in the past two weeks, calling on India to change
its position on Ukraine.
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Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov had also visited Delhi last week, praising India for its
“independent” position.
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When asked about India’s vote on the UNGA resolution, officials said that while India had called
for an “independent enquiry” into the killings in Bucha, an investigation team had yet to be
constituted and it might be more difficult to vote until there was a definitive conclusion about who
was responsible for the excesses.
According to an official, the vote is not just about Russia and Ukraine, but the principle of
whether such a procedure should be used to suspend an elected member at the UN body.
Toughening stance
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In what was seen as a toughening of its stance, India on Tuesday condemned the killings of
civilians in Bucha and called for an independent enquiry into them, although its statement at the
UNSC didn’t directly refer to Russia.
As a result, the vote, the first such resolution since Libya was suspended by a unanimous UNGA
decision in 2011, will be watched keenly for whether India would change its stand from the
previous abstentions. If India abstains in this case, the vote would work in favour of the U.S.-led
resolution which needs a two-thirds majority of the “present and voting” members in the UNGA
on Thursday.
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‘INDIAN REFINERS SET TO CUT SAUDI FOR RUSSIAN
BARRELS’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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At least two Indian refiners plan to buy less Saudi oil than usual in May, after the kingdom raised
the official selling price to record highs for Asia, two sources said on Wednesday, as India
increases purchases of cheap Russian crude.
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India, the world’s third biggest oil importer and consumer, has been hit hard by rising crude
values, with pump prices in some States touching record highs.
Saudi Aramco, the world’s top oil exporter, has raised crude prices for all regions, with those to
Asia hitting all-time highs.
West Asia accounts for the bulk of India’s oil imports, with Iraq and Saudi Arabia the top
suppliers.
The sources did not disclose the volumes refiners would buy, and said the cuts would be
marginal because they have to lift the amount they have committed to under annual contracts.
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To mitigate the rising cost of oil imports, India has turned to Russian barrels, which are available
at a deep discount to the dated Brent benchmark, citing “national interests”.
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SENDING A STRATEGIC MESSAGE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Australia

Union Minister for Commerce and Industry Piyush Goyal with Australia’s Minister for Trade,
Tourism and Investment Dan Tehan and other dignitaries at a Shiva Vishnu temple in
Melbourne. | Photo Credit: PTI
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At a recent meeting in New Delhi, Prime Minister Narendra Modi was almost forced to give a
brief lecture on geological history to his colleagues while highlighting the importance of
integrating the Indian and Australian economies in contemporary times. By way of a metaphor,
he pointed out how India and Australia were part of the same supercontinent, the
Gondwanaland, until both drifted apart during the Jurassic age. For a variety of reasons, almost
till the beginning of this century, New Delhi and Canberra remained apart much after the original
tectonic shifts had originally split them.
A pivotal moment in history for the two countries was struck on April 2, when Australia and India
struck a trade deal after two decades of efforts. Mr. Modi described it as a “watershed moment
for bilateral relations”. The India-Australia Economic Co-operation and Trade Agreement
(IndAus ECTA) eliminates tariffs on more than 85% of Australian goods exports to India (valued
at more than $12.6 billion a year).
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With a GDP expected to grow at 9% in 2021-22, India is the world’s fastest growing major
economy. Today, the growth opportunities for Australian businesses are larger in India than in
any other market. Over the five years leading up to the pandemic, two-way trade and investment
between Australia and India doubled. Now, IndAus ECTA is “expected to increase bilateral trade
from AUD$36.7 billion to AUD$60 billion,” according to Commerce Minister Piyush Goyal.
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Through IndAus ECTA, tariffs on a range of Australian exports to India, including coal, lentils,
sheep meat, wool, lobsters and rare earths, will be eliminated. The deal also includes a phased
reduction of tariffs on wine and agricultural products including avocados, cherries, nuts and
blueberries. This is welcoming news to Australian businesses, particularly in the face of
economic sanctions on a range of Australian produce they faced from China last year.
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The deal also extends to enhancing services exports and strengthening our people-to-people
links, including a quota for chefs and yoga teachers, post-study work visa of 2-4 years for Indian
students on a reciprocal basis, mutual recognition of professional services and other
licensed/regulated occupations, and work and holiday visa arrangements for young
professionals. The role of the Indian diaspora as a key national economic asset should not be
underestimated in this deal. Data from the India Economic Strategy Update confirm that nearly
one in five overseas students in Australia are from India, making full fee-paying Indian students
the largest group of overseas students.
But as a former Indian Ambassador to Australia tweeted, it is the strategic message of this
ECTA that is as important as its economic content. With the turbulence faced by both nations in
the Indo-Pacific region, the convergence of economic and geopolitical risks is real. ECTA is a
clear response to those changing dynamics that both countries face. And the fact that India
today counts on the support of Australia through the Quad and maritime security and now
through a trade agreement shows the diversification of its strategic and economic approach.
Yet the Russian invasion of Ukraine remains a ‘balancing act’ for India. Half of its arms imports
come from Russia and some 70% of its military hardware is Russian-made. The need for India’s
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military diversification is now greater than ever. Australia is limited in its delivery on this front.
And whilst India would no doubt like to rely less on Russia, the U.S. is not stepping up to supply
India with its latest missiles.
It is a testament to the growing resilience and bandwidth of bilateral ties that despite differences
over India’s reticence in condemning the war in Ukraine and its purchase of heavily discounted
Russian oil, the trade deal was brought to a closure with remarkable alacrity. In the past,
Canberra’s fierce response to India’s 1988 nuclear tests and the Indian media’s over-the-top
reaction to attacks on Indian students in Melbourne in 2009-2010 had almost derailed ties.
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While both countries have come from different places, they seem to have arrived at the same
place, practising economic liberalisation at their own pace. Hailing from opposite sides of power
blocs during the Cold War, they now have shared norms and democratic principles and support
a rules-based order. While they will continue to face headwinds that create new geopolitical and
economic uncertainties, the footings for a stronger relationship have been set. Their mutual
commitment to economic advancement through IndAus ECTA is symbolic of how far the
relationship has come. That means the future for both nations’ peoples is full of promise and
opportunity.
Lisa Singh is CEO, Australia India Institute (AII), former senator for Tasmania and the first
woman of Indian heritage to be elected to the federal parliament; Amitabh Mattoo is Professor at
JNU, Honorary Professor, University of Melbourne, and founding Director of the AII
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REPAIRING THE COMPLEX INDIA-NEPAL
RELATIONSHIP
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Nepal

Nepal Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba flagging off the inaugural run of cross border
passenger train services | Photo Credit: AFP
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The Nepal Prime Minister, Sher Bahadur Deuba, paid a long-awaited visit to India last week
(April 1-3). Sworn in in July 2021, this was his first bilateral visit abroad, in keeping with tradition.
The outcome might appear modest but what is significant is that India and Nepal effectively
managed to steer clear of divisive issues. At 75, Mr. Deuba is a political veteran and first
became Prime Minister in 1995. Now in his fifth stint, he is no stranger to the complex
relationship between the two countries.
Among the highlights was the operationalisation of the 35 kilometre cross-border rail link from
Jayanagar (Bihar) to Kurtha (Nepal). Two further phases will extend it to Bijalpura and Bardibas.
The 787 crore project had been ready for over a year but operationalisation was held up
because of the necessary administrative requirements in Nepal to set up a company that could
recruit staff. The Konkan Railway Corporation will provide the necessary technical support
initially.
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The second project that was inaugurated was the 90 km long 132 kV double circuit transmission
line connecting Tila (Solukhumbu) to Mirchaiya (Siraha) close to the Indian border. Constructed
with an Exim Bank concessional loan of 200 crore, there are a dozen hydroelectric projects
planned in the Solu corridor for which the Nepal Electricity Authority has concluded PPAs of 325
MW.
In addition, agreements providing technical cooperation in the railway sector, Nepal’s induction
into the International Solar Alliance, and between Indian Oil Corporation and Nepal Oil
Corporation on ensuring regular supplies of petroleum products were also signed.
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The Mahakali Treaty, signed in 1996 during Mr. Deuba’s first visit as Prime Minister, covers the
Sarada and Tanakpur barrages as well as the 6,700 MW (approximately) Pancheshwar
Multipurpose project. Both sides have agreed to push for an early finalisation of the detailed
project report. The ambitious $7 billion project needs political will to move it forward. The joint
vision statement on power sector cooperation recognises the opportunities for joint development
power generation projects together with cross border transmission linkages and coordination
between the national grids; it can provide the momentum.
On February 27, Mr. Deuba pushed through the ratification of the agreement with the U.S.
Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC), despite the reservations of his coalition partners, the
Maoists and the UML (Unified-Socialist). The agreement provides a grant of $500 million for
building 318 km of high voltage transmission lines along with sub-stations and the maintenance
of 300 km of the East-West highway. The Chinese Embassy in Kathmandu had actively sought
to sabotage the agreement by planting stories that it was part of the U.S.’s Indo-Pacific strategy
aimed at containing China. The agreement had been signed in 2017, during Mr. Deuba’s fourth
stint as Prime Minister, and was awaiting ratification. Together with the Pancheshwar project, it
provides welcome synergy.
During the monarchy, China maintained a link with the Palace and its concerns were primarily
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related to keeping tabs on the Tibetan refugee community. With the abolition of the monarchy,
China has shifted attention to the political parties and to institutions such as the Army and
Armed Police Force and considers Nepal an important element in its growing South Asian
footprint.
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In recent years, India’s relations with Nepal have had both ‘highs’ and ‘lows’. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has often spoken of the “neighbourhood first” policy. He started with a highly
successful visit in August 2014 but then saw the relationship take a nosedive in 2015, with India
first getting blamed for interfering in the Constitution drafting process and then for an “unofficial
blockade” that generated widespread resentment against India. It reinforced the notion that
Nepali nationalism and anti-Indianism were two sides of the same coin that Mr. Deuba’s
predecessor, Mr. K.P. Sharma Oli, exploited successfully.
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In 2016, Mr. Oli visited Beijing to negotiate an Agreement on Transit Transportation. Three years
later, a Protocol was concluded with China providing access to four sea ports and three land
ports. The first ever visit of the Chinese Defence Minister took place in March 2017, followed by
joint military exercises a month later. A military grant of $32 million was also announced.
China has overtaken India as the largest source of foreign direct investment. In 2019, China’s
President Xi Jinping visited Kathmandu. Annual development assistance has been hiked to $120
million. Today, China is also engaged with airport expansion projects at Pokhara and Lumbini.
Rather than compete with China, India needs to up its own game.
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The growing Chinese presence means that India cannot afford to let issues linger but reach out
actively to find resolution.
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Over the years, a number of differences have emerged between India and Nepal that need
attention. The political narrative has changed in both countries and these issues can no longer
be swept under the carpet or subsumed by invoking a ‘special relationship’ based on ties of a
shared culture, language and religion. Part of the success of Mr. Deuba’s visit was that none of
the differences was allowed to dominate the visit. Yet, to build upon the positive mood, it is
necessary these issues be discussed, behind closed doors and at Track 2 and Track 1.5
channels.
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As one of the oldest bonds, the 1950 Treaty of Peace and Friendship was originally sought by
the Nepali authorities in 1949 to continue the special links they had with British India. It provides
for an open border and for Nepali nationals to have the right to work in India. But today, it is
viewed as a sign of an unequal relationship, and an Indian imposition. The idea of revising and
updating it has found mention in Joint Statements since the mid-1990s. It has been discussed
sporadically, but in a desultory manner, by the Foreign Secretaries in 1997, and even at the
ministerial level at the 2014 Joint Commission.
In 2016, an eight-member Eminent Persons Group was set up to discuss it. The report is
available with both governments but the perception in Kathmandu is that it should be formally
presented to the two governments. As long as it is clearly understood that this is only a report by
well-intentioned experts in their individual capacity and not binding on governments, it should be
possible for the two Foreign Ministers to acknowledge it publicly. It could even be made public to
kickstart Track 2 conversations.
Demonetisation is another irritant. In November 2016, India withdrew 15.44 trillion of high value
(1,000 and 500) currency notes. Today, over 15.3 trillion has been returned in the form of fresh
currency. Yet, many Nepali nationals who were legally entitled to hold 25,000 of Indian currency
(given that the Nepali rupee is pegged to the Indian rupee) were left high and dry. The Nepal
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Rashtra Bank, which is the central bank, holds 7 crore and estimates of public holdings are 500
crore. After more than five years, it should certainly be possible to resolve this to mutual
satisfaction.
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In 2019, Mr. Oli, facing domestic opposition within his party, needed a distraction and found one
in the form of the Kalapani boundary issue. These boundaries had been fixed in 1816 by the
British, and India inherited the areas over which the British had exercised territorial control in
1947. While 98% of the India-Nepal boundary was demarcated, two areas, Susta and Kalapani
remained in limbo. In November 2019, India issued new maps following the division of the State
of Jammu and Kashmir as Union Territories, Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh. Though the new
Indian map did not affect the India-Nepal boundary in any material way, Mr. Oli expanded the
Kalapani area dispute. By whipping up nationalist sentiment, he got a new map of Nepal
endorsed by the legislature through a constitutional amendment. While it did not alter the
situation on the ground, it soured relations with India and added a new and emotive irritant.
The need today is to avoid rhetoric on territorial nationalism and lay the groundwork for quiet
dialogue where both sides display sensitivity as they explore what is feasible. India needs to be
a sensitive and generous partner for the “neighbourhood first” policy to take root.
Rakesh Sood is a former Ambassador to Nepal and presently Distinguished Fellow at the
Observer Research Foundation
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RUSSIA SUSPENDED FROM RIGHTS COUNCIL
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Thursday’s UNGA action was India’s third abstention on votes regarding the HRC. The first two
abstentions were around the setting up of a Commission of Inquiry, on March 4, to look into
violations of human rights and international law in the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
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Thursday’s resolution sought the suspension of Russia from the HRC, and accused Moscow of
“gross and systematic violations and abuses of human rights”.
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The HRC is a UN body, comprising 47 states, that describes itself as “responsible for the
promotion and protection of all human rights around the globe”.
Ukraine’s appeal

Addressing the Assembly before the vote, Ukraine’s UNPR, Sergiy Kyslytsya urged memberstates to vote for the resolution.
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Several countries opposed the resolution on the grounds that it had been put to vote before an
independent inquiry had presented its findings. Some countries, like India, were of the view that
adopting the resolution would violate due process and impact the credibility of the organisation.
In addition to the Commission of Inquiry, UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres, as well as
various UN countries, including India, had called for an independent inquiry into the brutal killing
of civilians in the Bucha suburb of Kyiv.
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Following the resolution’s adoption, Russia’s representative called it “illegitimate and politically
motivated”. Russia also announced that it would be “ending” or “suspending” its membership
from the Council.
“The vote at the UNGA was difficult for India as it subverts and short circuits the whole Human
Rights Council-led process,” former Indian UNPR Asoke Mukerji said.
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(With Suhasini Haidar
in New Delhi)
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Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan was ousted from office in a no-confidence vote in
parliament in the early hours of Sunday after three years and seven months in power.
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A new government will be formed most likely under opposition leader Shehbaz Sharif, after
parliament reconvenes on Monday to vote for a new prime minister.
The nation of more than 220 million people lies between Afghanistan to the west, China to the
northeast and India to the east, making it of vital strategic importance.
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Since coming to power in 2018, Khan's rhetoric has become more anti-American, and he
expressed a desire to move closer to China and, recently, Russia -- including talks with
President Vladimir Putin on Feb. 24, the day the invasion of Ukraine began.
At the same time, U.S. and Asian foreign policy experts said that Pakistan's powerful military
has traditionally controlled foreign and defence policy, but Khan's sharp public rhetoric had an
impact on a number of key relationships.

AFGHANISTAN
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Here is what the upheaval, which comes as the economy is in deep trouble, means for
countries closely involved in Pakistan:
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Ties between Pakistan's military intelligence agency and the Islamist militant Taliban have
loosened in recent years.
Now that the Taliban are back in power in Afghanistan, and facing an economic and
humanitarian crisis due to a lack of money and international isolation, Qatar is arguably their
most important foreign partner.
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"We (the United States) don't need Pakistan as a conduit to the Taliban. Qatar is definitely
playing that role now," said Lisa Curtis, director of the Indo-Pacific Security Program at the
Center for a New American Security think-tank.
Tensions have risen between the Taliban and Pakistan's military, which has lost several soldiers
in attacks close to their mutual border. Pakistan wants the Taliban to do more to crack down on
extremist groups and worries they will spread violence into Pakistan. That has begun to happen
already.
Khan had been less critical of the Taliban over human rights than most foreign leaders.
CHINA
Khan consistently emphasised China's positive role in Pakistan and in the world at large.
At the same time, the $60 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) which binds the
neighbours together was actually conceptualised and launched under Pakistan's two established
political parties, both of which are set to share power in the new government.
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Potential successor Sharif, the younger brother of three-time former prime minister Nawaz
Sharif, struck deals with China directly as leader of the eastern province of Punjab, and his
reputation for getting major infrastructure projects off the ground while avoiding political
grandstanding could in fact be music to Beijing's ears.
INDIA
The nuclear-armed neighbours have fought three wars since independence in 1947, two of them
over the disputed Muslim-majority territory of Kashmir.
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As with Afghanistan, it is Pakistan's military that controls policy in the sensitive area, and
tensions along the de facto border there are at their lowest level since 2021, thanks to a
ceasefire.
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But there have been no formal diplomatic talks between the rivals for years because of deep
distrust over a range of issues, including Khan's extreme criticism of Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for his handling of attacks on minority Muslims in India.
Karan Thapar, an Indian political commentator who has closely followed India-Pakistan ties, said
the Pakistani military could put pressure on the new government in Islamabad to build on the
successful ceasefire in Kashmir.
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Pakistan's powerful army chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa said recently that his country was
ready to move forward on Kashmir if India agrees.
The Sharif dynasty has been at the forefront of several dovish overtures towards India over the
years.
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UNITED STATES

U.S.-based South Asia experts said that Pakistan's political crisis is unlikely to be a priority for
President Joe Biden, who is grappling with the war in Ukraine, unless it led to mass unrest or
rising tensions with India.
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"We have so many other fish to fry," said Robin Raphel, a former assistant secretary of state for
South Asia who is a senior associate with the Center for Strategic and International Studies
think-tank.
With the Pakistani military maintaining its behind-the-scenes control of foreign and security
policies, the change of government was not a major concern, according to some analysts.
"Since it's the military that calls the shots on the policies that the U.S. really cares about, i.e.
Afghanistan, India and nuclear weapons, internal Pakistani political developments are largely
irrelevant for the U.S.," said Curtis, who served as then-U.S. President Donald Trump's National
Security Council senior director for South Asia.
She added that Khan's visit to Moscow had been a "disaster" in terms of U.S. relations, and that
a new government in Islamabad could at least help mend ties "to some degree".
Khan has blamed the United States for the current political crisis, saying that Washington
wanted him removed because of the recent Moscow trip. Washington denies any role.
This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
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INDIA’S ROLE IN A DISORDERED WORLD
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

‘Countries must be given the freedom to evolve their own democracies and economies’ | Photo
Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto
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Western nations want to throw Russia out of the G-20. China has opposed them. India will be
chair of the G-20 from December 1, 2022. The world is greatly disordered. What should India
stand for?
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Institutions of global governance have failed to unite the world. Summit after summit has
produced mostly hot air in trying to resolve the global climate crisis. Vaccines were hoarded by
rich countries in the COVID-19 pandemic: poor countries starved. The World Trade Organization
(WTO) was already in the intensive care unit before the novel coronavirus pandemic, with rich
and poor countries unable to agree on equitable rules, when COVID-19 froze global supply
chains. The war in Ukraine in February 2022 has put the final nail in the coffin of the boundaryless global economy that seemed to be emerging with the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse
of the Soviet Union in 1991.
Editorial | In the middle: On India’s role in Russia-Ukraine crisis
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Millions of civilians died in the Second World War. European cities were razed by carpet
bombing. The war ended with two nuclear bombs to terrorise the Japanese government into
submission, erasing two Japanese cities and killing thousands of civilians. Never again, the
victors vowed.
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New institutions for global governance were established — the United Nations and the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) to provide finance to build the economies of all countries to eliminate poverty.
However, the victors retained their veto power within the United Nations Security Council to
determine when force can be used to keep the world in order, and to prevent the proliferation of
nuclear power outside their small circle because they could not trust other countries to use it
wisely! They also control the World Bank, the IMF, and the WTO.
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The UN General Assembly meets every year — now 193 nations strong. It passes many
resolutions to address global problems — hunger, poverty, women’s rights, terrorism, climate
change, etc. However, “might is right”: members of the Security Council retain their right to deny
the democratic will of the Assembly when it does not suit them. Global governance is not
democratic. If the leader of any member country overrules resolutions of its own parliament, he
would be branded an undemocratic dictator. Armed interventions and sanctions imposed on
countries, authorised by the Security Council to restore democracy in other countries, make a
mockery of global democracy.
The United States, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Japan, West Germany and Canada
formed the G7 in 1976 ‘so that the noncommunist powers could come together to discuss
economic concerns, which at the time included inflation and recession following the Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) oil embargo’. The European Union was invited to
attend in 1977. Russia joined in 1998 — and ‘its inclusion was meant as a signal of cooperation
between East and West after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991’. However, Russia was
thrown out in 2014 when it invaded the Crimea. China was never a member.
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The rapid spread of global finance and trade after the victory of the Washington Consensus in
1991, created instabilities in developing countries. After the Asian financial crisis, the G20 was
formed in 1999 with the aim of discussing policies in order to achieve international financial
stability. Russia and China are members. Now western nations want to throw Russia out of the
G-20. China has opposed them. India will be chair of the G-20 from December 2022, or will it be
G-19 then? Meanwhile, India is being hectored by officials from the U.S. and the U.K. to support
their sanctions on Russia. India has so far refused to be cowed down.
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The belief that unfettered flows of finance and trade across national borders will lift people in all
poor countries out of poverty and make the world flatter in terms of inequality has failed.
Inequalities have increased within countries and amongst them too. Citizens are reacting
everywhere. Even in democratic countries such as the U.S., demands are increasing for more
“socialism” and less unbounded capitalism. Strong leaders who put the interests of their own
countries first are gaining power through elections — in Turkey, Hungary, Poland, Russia, and
even India. Donald Trump had once too.
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Free market capitalism is not ideologically compatible with a genuine democracy. Capitalist
institutions are governed by the fundamental principle of ‘property rights’: decision rights in
capitalist enterprises are allocated in proportion to property owned. Whereas, genuine
democracies are founded on the principle of equal human rights. All western electoral systems
— in Britain, the U.S., and Europe, began centuries ago with rights to vote limited to property
owners only. Universal adult franchise, wherein all humans have equal votes whether they are
billionaires or paupers, is a more recent development in the West. In many western countries,
women and racial minorities were given even de jure equal voting rights only in the last century,
and continue their struggles for de facto equality in their societies.
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The rules of governance of capitalist and democratic institutions have always been in tension
within societies. Capitalist institutions want to be unfettered by democratic regulations to make it
easier to do business. Democratic institutions want to rein in the competitive animal spirits, red
in tooth and claw, of capitalism to create a more compassionate capitalism that improves the
world for everyone, not only for financial investors. The simultaneous imposition of free markets
and elections in countries “liberated” from communism or socialism by the U.S. has invariably
increased inequalities and increased social tensions and sectarian conflicts, which more
elections cannot resolve democratically.
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This is the story of Iraq, Afghanistan, Russia, and even Chile, which was once the showcase of
the western model of liberal capitalism. When social tensions increase too much, elections often
produce populist socialists such as Hugo Chávez in Venezuela, or capitalist autocrats such as
Vladimir Putin in Russia. The West does not like either sort when they stand up against the
Washington-controlled “North Atlantic” hegemony of the world. Though capitalist dictators such
as Augusto Pinochet in Chile, and the monarchies of the Gulf/West Asia can be their good
friends. Even Chinese communists were tolerated so long as they were not a threat to U.S.
power.
Power accumulates in societies by the principle of “cumulative causation”. Those who already
have more power, from greater wealth or more education, will use their power to not only
improve the rules of the game — ostensibly to improve the world for everyone — but also to
ensure they remain in power. Redistribution of de facto power within a society must often
precede the redistribution of assets of wealth and education that are the sources of power.
Those who have power will resist losing it. That is the natural order. Violent internal revolutions
and anti-colonial movements are the means of changing power equations, as are armed wars
even between rich countries in Europe.
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All violence must stop. To prevent violence, it is essential that global governance becomes
genuinely democratic. Countries must not attack each other. But they must be given the freedom
to evolve their own democracies and economies and not be dictated to by others. The hypocrisy
of undemocratic global dictators using their financial powers to impose sanctions (which are
weapons of mass destruction that harm innocent civilians), to bring down their opponents, must
stop. Calling on a democratic country such as India, to take their side, must also end.
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Arun Maira is the author of ‘A Billion Fireflies: Critical Conversations to Shape a New Postpandemic World’
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Our 2+2 talks may focus on Indo-Pacific security after the Ukraine war but India’s neutrality on it
shouldn’t get in the way of a partnership that includes mutual concerns of the space age
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As India resumes its 2+2 dialogue on strategic cooperation with the US, Indo-Pacific security is
expected to top the agenda in today’s revised context of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. To
Washington’s open dismay, New Delhi has struck a neutral stance on this war, having abstained
from 11 votes on the issue at the United Nations, a Quad outlier in doing so. On their part, Indian
makers of foreign policy have reason to be uneasy about a subtle shift in US emphasis away
from the Quad to its newish club Aukus, which includes Australia and the UK, in its calculus of
China as a threat to the extant world order. More pertinently, Indians have wondered aloud what
America has in mind to help relieve a Cold War legacy of Russian armoury that may have
guided India’s recent decisions. If the US can waive some of its full-ally-only rules on weaponry,
India-US ties could easily get warmer. As joint responses do count for much in matters of
common interest, we could also explore the scope for tie-ups in civilian sectors like space.
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The record shows that India has been a responsible actor in space. Even a weapon that we
tested on 27 March 2019, when a defunct Indian satellite was blown to bits by a space strike to
notch up a capability only three other countries had, was not as scandalous as global analysts
alleged. According to a report on orbital debris by a tracker that works under America’s space
agency Nasa, of the 25,182 pieces of junk larger than 10cm flying about in lower orbits around
the earth, as of 4 February 2022, only 114 were from Indian space assets. This is not just a tiny
fraction, the count is roughly the same as it was in 2018. In other words, Mission Shakti’s avowal
of not leaving a big mess in space wasn’t empty. Nasa’s data would appear to validate what
India’s Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) claimed: India had aimed at
an orbiter at an altitude of just 300km so that it would leave very little debris. Within 45 days,
DRDO had averred, much of the wreckage would disintegrate and some bits would drop safely
to the planet’s surface. While reports did surface of the target’s debris spotted months later, the
country can hardly be accused today of raising the risk of accidental crashes in space.
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We have worse catastrophes to watch out for. As nobody’s security would be enhanced should
space get militarized, all stakeholders must work out a global treaty to scotch this likelihood.
India and the US ought to discuss not just that, but also the potential of a closer space
partnership. After US-Russia tensions flared up, Moscow’s agency Roscosmos had threatened
to snap space relations with Nasa; it said it would deprive the US of its RD-180 rocket engines
and rides to space on its Soyuz spacecraft, advising America to use broomsticks instead. In
immediate jeopardy was US access to the International Space Station (ISS). Though it’s
operated jointly by the US, EU, Canada, Japan and Russia, Roscosmos has the propulsion
controls that keep it in orbit. And while Russia hasn’t quit carrying US astronauts back to earth
from the ISS, America may still need to reassess its space plans post-Ukraine. Indian and US
expertise may not form too impressive a jigsaw fit right now, but there must be plenty that could
be explored together that’s of longer term value to both. On climate security, for example, spaceage ideas to stop global warming could be given a look-in.
Download the App to get 14 days of unlimited access to Mint Premium absolutely free!
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UKRAINE DOMINATES MODI-BIDEN TALKS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - USA
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Mr. Modi, who spoke via videolink to Mr Biden, described the situation in Ukraine as “very
worrying” and said he had spoken, several times, with both Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky and Russian President Vladimir Putin and had not just urged peace, but also direct
talks between them. India’s unwillingness to call out Russia by name for its attack on Ukraine
has not gone down well in Washington, but U.S. officials have also said that they hoped
countries that have relationships with Moscow might leverage them to bring about a resolution to
the situation.
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“The United States and India are going to continue our close consultation on how to manage the
destabilising effects of this Russian war,” Mr. Biden said in his opening remarks.
The government’s readout of the meeting said that Ukraine was also discussed. Speaking to
presspersons after the meeting, a senior U.S. administration official said there was a “pretty
detailed and candid exchange of views” on Ukraine but added that Mr. Biden made no “concrete
ask” of India and Mr. Modi gave no “concrete answer”.
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The comment by the official was in response to a reporter’s question on whether any explicit
commitments were sought from India in terms of Russian oil, and also with regard to
condemning Russia for attacking Ukraine. Both the official and Press Secretary Jen Psaki
emphasised that while payments for energy from Russia were not sanctioned, the U.S. was
discouraging India from increasing its purchases of Russian energy.
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In comments shortly after the bilateral meeting, Ms. Psaki said that Mr. Biden had “made clear”
what the impact of US sanctions would be, adding, “We expect everybody to abide by those”.
“The President made clear that he does not believe it’s in India’s interest to accelerate or
increase imports of Russian energy and other commodities,” Ms. Psaki said, adding that Mr.
Biden had reiterated a U.S. offer to help India diversity its energy imports. India currently imports
only a small 1-2% of its energy from Russia as per official estimates.
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Ms. Psaki used the words “constructive”, “productive” and “direct” to describe the conversation.
She said the call was not “adversarial”. During the opening segment of the bilateral meeting, Mr.
Jaishankar, Mr. Singh, India’s U.S. Ambassador Taranjit Singh Sandhu, U.S. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken, U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin and U.S. National Security Adviser Jake
Sullivan were seen seated at the table with Mr. Biden.
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After a week’s delay, and twists and turns, Shehbaz Sharif has been voted in as Pakistan’s new
Prime Minister at the National Assembly. Mr. Sharif, who won a majority of 174 votes in the 342seat Assembly, has been made to wait for days due to the attempts by Prime Minister Imran
Khan — now ousted — to abrogate the No-Confidence Motion (NCM) process. While Mr. Sharif
and the Opposition led by the Pakistan Muslim League (Nawaz) and the Pakistan People’s
Party, submitted a no-confidence motion on March 8, the debate was only scheduled on April 3
by Asad Qaiser, the National Assembly Speaker from Mr. Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf
(PTI) party. In the Assembly, Mr. Qaisar’s deputy rejected the NCM over allegations of a “foreign
conspiracy”, which was followed by Mr. Khan resigning, asking the President to dissolve the
Assembly and calling for elections. The Supreme Court stepped in to end the cascading crises,
and reversed the Speaker’s actions. Even when the Assembly was reconvened on April 9 under
strict orders from the Court, the Speaker allowed a debate on the “foreign conspiracy” angle to
drag on for hours, before the vote to oust Mr. Khan was finally allowed just short of midnight on
Saturday. The ruling PTI seemed unwilling to give up power, and even proposed its own
candidate, Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi, before resigning from the Assembly en
masse before Mr. Sharif was elected. Mr. Khan, who continues to allege his ouster was the
outcome of an “international regime-change conspiracy”, has vowed to now take his battle “to
the people”, and is likely to spend the rest of the Assembly’s tenure, due to end in August 2023,
in a political campaign against Mr. Sharif.
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Mr. Khan’s defeat marks the first time a confidence vote has gone against a sitting Pakistani
Prime Minister. However, the ouster of a PM mid-tenure is not new in a country that has often
seen the military establishment prevail over any PM who challenges its power. In this case, the
Army took no overt action, but it is clear that the strain between Islamabad and Rawalpindi was
an important factor once the Opposition decided to push Mr. Khan out. The PTI’s dangerous
flirtation with religious fundamentalism did not help Mr. Khan. Nor could he rely on his rabblerousing street protests to save him, especially after he was unable to prove charges that his
opponents acted as “agents of the US” in both the Assembly and in Court. There are lessons for
Pakistan’s neighbourhood as well from the outcome of Mr. Khan’s brand of politics: polarising
the polity, an unwillingness to work by consensus, and blaming external forces for domestic
problems are the hallmarks of autocrats, not democrats, who need to offer their people
something more substantial than demagoguery in the long run.
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A file photo of Prime Ministers Narendra Modi and Boris Johnson in New Delhi. | Photo Credit:
PTI
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The war in Ukraine has brought unexpected changes in the world as global powers seek to
recalibrate their foreign policies. India’s position has been in the spotlight in recent days with
New Delhi hosting diplomats and dignitaries from various countries. On March 31, the U.K.
Foreign Secretary, Elizabeth Truss, visited New Delhi as a part of a wider diplomatic push. She
had visited India last October. Ms. Truss met with External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar and
also participated in the inaugural edition of the India-U.K. Strategic Futures Forum, a Track 1.5
Dialogue.
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Despite the challenge posed by the Ukraine crisis, the India-U.K. relationship has been on an
upward trajectory, exemplified by the conclusion of a Comprehensive Strategic Partnership on
May 4, 2021. The agreement also established a 2030 Roadmap for India-U.K. relations, which
primarily outlines the partnership plans for the bilateral relationship. During her visit to New
Delhi, Ms. Truss emphasised countering Russian aggression and reducing global strategic
dependence on Moscow by underlining the importance of democracies working cohesively to
deter aggressors. Furthermore, she highlighted the importance of developing deeper ties
between Britain and India in the Indo-Pacific which would not only result in job creation, but also
foster security in the region. She also furthered talks on defence-related trade and deepening
cyber security and defence cooperation between the two countries. A new joint cyber security
programme is set to be announced, which aims to protect online infrastructure in India and the
U.K. as both parties attempt to carry out joint exercises to combat threats from cyber criminals
and ransomware. India and the U.K. also plan to hold the first Strategic Tech Dialogue, a
ministerial-level summit on emerging technologies.
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Additionally, the U.K. and India have agreed to strengthen their cooperation in the maritime
domain as the U.K. will join India’s Indo-Pacific Oceans Initiative and become a major partner on
maritime security issues in Southeast Asia. In 2021, HMS Queen Elizabeth and the Carrier
Strike Group took part in a military exercise with the Indian Navy in the Bay of Bengal before
proceeding to exercise with the navies of Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand. India is a key
strategic partner for the U.K. in the Indo-Pacific both in terms of market share and defence, as
was underscored by the signing of the Defence and International Security Partnership between
India and the U.K. in 2015. The U.K. is a regional power in the Indo-Pacific as it possesses
naval facilities in Oman, Singapore, Bahrain, Kenya, and British Indian Ocean Territory.
The U.K. has also confirmed £70 million of British International Investment funding to support
the usage of renewable energy in India, which will help in building renewable energy
infrastructure and developing solar power in the region. In January, India and the U.K. managed
to conclude the first round of talks for an India–U.K. Free Trade Agreement. The negotiations
reflected shared ambitions to secure a comprehensive deal between the fifth and sixth largest
economies in the world as technical experts from both sides covered over 32 sessions
encompassing 26 policy areas. The first round of negotiations laid the groundwork for
subsequent rounds which were held in March 2022. India and the U.K. are expected to meet this
month in New Delhi with the expected possibility of signing an early harvest deal. New Delhi has
sought easy market access for Indian fisheries, pharma, and agricultural products besides duty
concession for labour-intensive exports. For Britain, a successful conclusion of an FTA with
India would provide a boost to its ‘Global Britain’ ambitions as the U.K. has sought to expand its
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markets beyond Europe since Brexit. Britain has been trying to seize opportunities in the
growing economies of the Indo-Pacific to cement its place on the global stage as a serious
global actor.
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Amid a renewed optimism about the trajectory of the India-U.K. relationship, British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson is expected to visit India at the end of April. Mr. Johnson and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi last met on the sidelines of the COP26 in Glasgow in November 2021
where both leaders focused on the India–U.K. Climate Partnership. During his visit, negotiations
on the FTA are expected to gain further impetus as the 2030 Roadmap aims to double bilateral
trade between India and the U.K. by 2030.
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Both India and the U.K. are serious in overcoming legacy issues and engaging in robust
dialogues to promote cooperation on strategic and defence issues both in the Indo-Pacific as
well as at the global level. The newer areas of cooperation — namely, fintech, market regulation,
sustainable and green finance, and cyber security — have emerged as the new frontiers of this
engagement. The notable success of the collaboration with Oxford-Astra Zeneca and the Serum
Institute of India in producing Covishield vaccines in India has been just one of many instances
of potential successful cooperation. The forthcoming visit of Mr. Johnson to New Delhi signifies
the importance of India’s role in the dynamically changing global order as New Delhi prepares
itself to host multiple foreign leaders in the upcoming months and the G20 presidency in 2023.
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As India seeks to carve out a new role for itself in the evolving global order as a ‘leading power’
and the U.K. recalibrates its strategic outlook post-Brexit, this is a unique moment in India-U.K.
ties. The top leadership in the two nations remain committed to building a lasting partnership
and in the process, older issues like Pakistan have become marginal in the bilateral discourse.
New geopolitical realities demand a new strategic vision from London and New Delhi. It is time
to seize the moment and to lay the foundations of a partnership that can respond adequately to
the challenges of the 21st century.
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Harsh V. Pant is Vice President for Studies at Observer Research Foundation (ORF), New
Delhi, and professor of International Relations at King’s College London; Rahul Kamath is a
Research Assistant at ORF
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Shehbaz Sharif has been elected as the new Prime Minister of Pakistan. Sharif, President of
Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), had filed his nominations for the top post yesterday.
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) leader Shah Mahmood Qureshi was also in the fray for the prime
ministerial post. This comes after Imran Khan was ousted as the prime minister of Pakistan from
office through a no-confidence motion after the NA debated on the matter for more than 12
hours on Saturday.
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Sharif, in his speech after winning a parliamentary vote to elect a new prime minister, said that
the outgoing government of Imran Khan had mismanaged the economy, and his new
government was faced with a huge challenge to bring it back on track.
“The country was on the way to posting the largest budget deficit in its history as well as
historical trade and current account deficits."
The new prime minister Shehbaz Sharif has been the leader of the Opposition in the National
Assembly of Pakistan since August 2018. Previously, he served as the chief minister of Punjab
thrice, making him the longest-serving CM of the province.
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Meanwhile, ahead of the election for the new prime minister of Pakistan, Imran Khan tendered
his resignation as a member of the National Assembly. This comes after the leader commented
that he will not sit in the assemblies with 'thieves'.
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"The man who has 16 billion and 8 billion rupees of corruption cases, whoever selects and
elects the Prime Minister can not be a big insult to the country. We are resigning from the
National Assembly," Imran Khan was quoted as saying by PTI's official Twitter account.
Confirming the decision, Pakistan's former Interior Minister Sheikh Rasheed said that sitting in
the assembly would strengthen the Leader of the Opposition Shehbaz Sharif and therefore it has
been decided to submit their resignation from the National Assembly.
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"Imran Khan supported my suggestion during the parliamentary party meeting," he said and
added that Khan would visit Peshawar on Wednesday. "Imran Khan will give a call to people
every Sunday to come out against the foreign conspiracy," Rasheed said.
(With inputs from agencies)
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RUSSIAN FORCES CLOSE IN ON MARIUPOL
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Piled-up miseries:A man walking past a storage place for burnt armed vehicles and cars on the
outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, on Monday.AP
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Russian troops aimed to take control of the city of Mariupol on Tuesday, part of an anticipated
massive onslaught across eastern Ukraine, as defending forces tried desperately to hold them
back.
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Russia is believed to be trying to connect occupied Crimea with Moscow-backed separatist
territories Donetsk and Luhansk in Donbas, and has laid siege to the strategically located city,
once home to more than 4,00,000 people.
“It is likely that in the future the enemy will try to take control of the city of Mariupol, capture
Popasna and launch an offensive in the direction of Kurakhove in order to reach the
administrative borders of Donetsk region," the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine
said on Facebook.

Plea for more weapons
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The Russian Defence Ministry said its Army had thwarted an attempt to break the siege with
“airstrikes and artillery fire” at a factory in a northern district of the city. But the Ukrainian Army
insisted that “the defence of Mariupol continues”.
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“The connection with the units of the defence forces that heroically hold the city is stable and
maintained,” the Land Forces of Ukraine wrote on Telegram.
In his nightly address, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky made another plea to his allies
for more weapons to boost the defence of the city. “We are not getting as much as we need to
end this war sooner. To completely destroy the enemy on our land... in particular, to unblock
Mariupol,” he said.
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He made a similar appeal for military assistance to South Korea's National Assembly earlier in
the day, telling lawmakers Russia had "completely destroyed Mariupol and burned it to ashes"
killing "at least tens of thousands of people".
Late on Monday, Britain said it was trying to verify reports that Russia had also used chemical
weapons in the city. Elsewhere in the east, heavy bombardment continued as civilians were
urged to flee ahead of an expected Russian troop surge in the region.
Russian forces are reinforcing around the Donbas region, notably near the town of Izyum, but
have not yet launched a full offensive, Pentagon officials said on Monday.
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The models and frameworks used to study developing economies are increasingly relevant to
the problems rich countries face
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At the core of development economics lies the idea of ‘productive dualism’. The economists who
founded the field of development economics, such as the Nobel laureate Caribbean economist
W. Arthur Lewis, noted that poor countries’ economies are split between a narrow ‘modern’
sector that uses advanced technologies and a larger ‘traditional’ sector characterized by very
low productivity. Dualism was long held as the defining feature of developing countries, in
contrast to developed countries, where frontier technologies and high productivity were assumed
to prevail. This marked development economics as a distinct branch of the discipline, separate
from conventional neoclassical economics.
Development policy, in turn, traditionally focused on overcoming the disparities in incomes,
education, health and life chances more broadly. Its task was to overcome productive dualism
through institutional arrangements that would alter how markets work and expand access to
opportunities.
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While this distinction may have made some sense in the 1950s and 1960s, it no longer appears
to be very relevant. For one thing, the methods used to study developed and developing
countries have essentially merged: development economics today is essentially the application
of standard frameworks of public finance, labour economics, industrial economics or
macroeconomics to low-income settings. But perhaps more importantly, productive dualism has
become a critical and visible feature of advanced economies too, requiring remedies straight out
of the development policy toolbox.
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In his 2017 book The Vanishing Middle Class, the MIT economic historian Peter Temin pointed
out that the Lewis model of a dual economy had become increasingly relevant to conditions in
the US. A combination of forces—de-industrialization, globalization, new technologies that
favoured professionals and capitalists, and declining protections for labour—have indeed
produced a widening gap between the winners and those who are left behind. Convergence
between poor and rich parts of the economy was arrested, educational attainment increasingly
polarized labour markets, and regional disparities widened.
In Europe, the increase in inequality was not as marked, owing to a stronger welfare state, but
the same forces operated there, too. The gaps between leaders and laggards among firms and
regions grew, and the middle class shrank.
As a result, policymakers in advanced economies are now grappling with the same questions
that have long preoccupied developing economies: How to attract investment, create jobs,
increase skills, spur entrepreneurship, and enhance access to credit and technology—in short,
how to close the gap with the more advanced parts of the economy.
The starting points may be different, but the problems of a region where good jobs have
disappeared look distressingly familiar to a development economist: Scarce productive
employment, mushrooming social problems such as crime and substance abuse, and low trust
in the government among various social groups and the business community. The obstacles that
racial or ethnic minorities, recent immigrants, or low-educated workers must surmount in such
settings are the bread-and-butter of development economics.
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To be sure, left-behind localities in advanced economies may have access to vastly greater
financial resources. In the US, state and local governments spend tens of thousands of dollars,
not very effectively, on tax incentives and other subsidies to attract large firms. But their officials
typically operate under structural and bureaucratic constraints that would be familiar to their
counterparts in poor nations. As one experienced US practitioner recently put it at a meeting
held at Harvard University, “We are at the centre of everything, but control nothing."
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They also face similar limits on the available remedies. Industrialization has been the traditional
vehicle for overcoming dualism; as workers are absorbed into more productive manufacturing
activities, wages rise and the economy’s overall productivity increases. But, in both developing
and advanced economies, manufacturing has lost its ability to create many jobs, owing to
automation and other labour-saving innovations. Factory employment has shrunk (as a share of
total employment) even in countries that have maintained strong industrial sectors, such as
South Korea or Germany.
In high- and low-income countries alike, then, economic development will have to rely in the
future much more on services and on small and medium-size enterprises. Both types of
economies will need a new breed of coordinated policies aimed at the supply and demand sides
of labour markets, combining skill training programs with support for firms. Good jobs require
good firms, and vice-versa.
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National policy frameworks will need to support these local productivist experiments with
resources and enabling macroeconomic policies. In particular, that means reconsidering national
innovation policies that blithely encourage technological changes that are biased in favour of
capital and highly educated professionals. Taking a fresh look at the direction of innovation, and
incentivizing technologies that augment rather than replace prevailing workforce skills, would
help greatly in addressing the labour-market challenges that rich and poor countries face.
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When economists talk about global convergence, what they usually have in mind is that
developing economies grow more rapidly than advanced economies, and the incomes of the
world’s poor rise to levels in richer economies. The irony nowadays is that we are experiencing
downward rather than upward convergence. Developed countries’ problems increasingly
resemble the problems found in poor countries. The models and frameworks used to study
developing economies are increasingly relevant to the problems confronting rich countries.
©2022/Project Syndicate
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Dani Rodrik is professor of international political economy at Harvard University’s John F.
Kennedy School of Government and president of the International Economic Association
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SRI LANKA ANNOUNCES $51-BILLION DEBT DEFAULT
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He was referring to international sovereign bonds or market borrowings that form the biggest
chunk, or nearly half, of Sri Lanka’s foreign debt. “The government should have ideally sought
their consent instead of going in for a unilateral, hard default like this. They have really run out of
money,” Mr. De Silva said.
The Opposition United National Party has called for “a full explanation” in Parliament, of what led
to “this situation” when the legislature convenes on April 19.
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Commenting on Tuesday’s default announcement, economist Anush Wijesinha said in a tweet:
“While this is in effect a form of default, it is better than a scenario where GoSL simply fails to
make a particular coupon or bond payment coming due (several coming in the next weeks and
months); MoF has taken a “policy stance” applicable for all; and attempts to build goodwill.”
Ahilan Kadirgamar, political economist at the University of Jaffna, said the government resorting
to a default even before commencing negotiations with the IMF meant that “Sri Lanka has
completely lost its bargaining power” with the international lender.
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From the time the government reluctantly agreed to go in for an IMF programme, some in Sri
Lanka have been flagging the potential impact of IMF conditionalities on ordinary people,
including possible tax hikes across the board, and a push towards privatising loss-making Stateowned enterprises.
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India is working on a strategy to fill the supply gaps that have opened up in the global tea market
following the sudden economic crisis that has engulfed Sri Lanka, the world’s largest tea
exporter.
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The strategy includes working out alternative payment mechanisms for trade with sanctions-hit
Russia and Iran, marketing and brand promotion activities in Europe and North America, and
supporting exporters facing high freight costs.
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The island nation has been left grappling with a sharp decline in tea production amid 12-14 hour
power cuts, as it announced a default on all its external debt of $51 billion.
The department of commerce and the directorate general of foreign trade are exploring ways to
address the bottlenecks faced by tea exporters.
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“India’s orthodox (or loose-leaf) tea production is enough to cater to the gaps left by Sri Lanka.
We are working out ways to fill in the supply gaps left by Sri Lanka. We are talking to exporters
and trying to address the bottlenecks related to payment settlement issues with Iran, support
amid skyrocketing freight charges, and brand promotion in newer markets. If these are
addressed, Indian exporters can go full throttle," said a tea board official.
Tea exporters said India is well-positioned to capture markets in countries that import orthodox
tea. India could strengthen its footprint in Iran and the Sri Lankan economic crisis could open up
newer markets such as Turkey, Iraq, the US, China and Canada.
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“We have received queries but are worried about payments being stuck from two major
importers facing US sanctions, Iran and Russia. Besides, extremely high import duty in Turkey is
also acting as a deterrent in aggressively expanding the footprint," said a major tea exporter who
did not wish to be named.
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Data collated by the Tea Board of India showed that in 2019, Sri Lanka exported tea worth $167
million to Turkey, $132 million to Russia, $75 million to Iran, $104 million to Iraq and $55 million
to China.
Russia, Iraq, Turkey, Iran and Chile are among the top markets for Sri Lankan tea, experts said.
India could capture markets in these countries if the Sri Lankan economic crisis deepens further,
they said. “We can concentrate on the US, Canada, Iraq, Germany, and China as these are
untapped markets and there is tremendous potential. Meanwhile, Turkey could be a new market
for Indian tea but the problem is Turkey’s import tariff of 145%. Sri Lanka was able to circumvent
it by putting up a packaging plant in Turkey. India does not have such an arrangement," a
government official said.
Queries emailed to the spokesperson of the department of commerce on Monday remained
unanswered till press time.
Experts said that Sri Lanka and Kenya are major exporters of tea as they have little domestic
consumption.
With a significant exporter like Sri Lanka facing an unstable political and economic environment,
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the global price of tea could soar. Listed Indian tea companies were also trading higher following
the unfolding of the Sri Lankan economic crisis. McLeod Russel India gained over 11%, CCL
Products was up over 10%, and Tata Tea up nearly 13%, last month. Neelamalai Agro also
gained nearly 10% in the last 30 days.
“The problem is payment uncertainty. Working capital is scarce and we can’t keep on exporting
without certainty of proceeds," another tea exporter said, also asking not to be named.
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US sanctions on Iran over its nuclear programme have led to disruptions in exports of tea and
rice in particular, according to a commerce department official. US sanctions are also hurting tea
exports to Russia, another big importer. Moreover, only a few ports are open to receive
shipments.
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Iran is India’s largest tea market, followed by Russia, the US, the UAE, and the UK.
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Foreign Minister S. Jaishankar’s with his Chinese counterpart Wang Yi in New Delhi. | Photo
Credit: AP
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Looking at the long list of diplomats, officials, and ministers from across the globe rushing to
New Delhi in the last few weeks, one would assume that India was playing an active role in
resolving the crisis in Europe. Despite his ambitions to be hailed as a global statesman, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has scrupulously avoided engaging with the crisis. India has refused to
condemn Russia’s military invasion, continues to trade with Russia, and has abstained from
voting on United Nations resolutions.
India is the centrepiece of the Joe Biden administration’s Indo-Pacific strategy. Indian Foreign
and Defence Ministers recently held the ‘2+2’ meeting with their American counterparts. The
Japanese Prime Minister was in New Delhi last month. The Australian Prime Minister held a
virtual summit with Mr. Modi days before the two countries signed an interim trade deal. He had
to then explain that he had not betrayed Ukraine by signing the deal with India.
Editorial | Clear signals: On India-China ties and the new global currents
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Even as India’s Quad partners (U.S., Japan, Australia) impose trade sanctions on Russia,
condemn Russian President Vladimir Putin and provide military aid to Ukraine, India recently
welcomed the Russian Foreign Minister to New Delhi. The signalling was unmistakable: he was
the only visiting foreign official among the many in New Delhi to get a personal meeting with Mr.
Modi.
A shift is nevertheless discernible: India has chosen to increase, rather than reduce, import of its
meagre crude oil supplies from Russia, being offered at a discount. Despite a warning by the
U.S. Deputy National Security Adviser Daleep Singh in New Delhi that there will be
“consequences to countries that actively attempt to circumvent or backfill the sanctions,” India
and Russia are exploring ways of conducting bilateral trade by bypassing the dollar-based
financial system.
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India’s Quad partners have been exceptionally sympathetic towards New Delhi’s case so far, but
the underlying stress in their ties with India will come to the surface as the crisis drags on. These
tensions have been noted in Beijing, which has praised India for pursuing an independent
foreign policy. In recent years, Chinese officials had looked at Indian moves in the region
through the prism of their U.S. policy, but India’s stance on Ukraine has triggered a rethink in
Beijing. Foreign Minister Wang Yi’s visit to New Delhi in March was driven either by the need to
wean India away from the Quad or as an exploratory step towards a larger strategic reset with
New Delhi.
It would be erroneous to focus on the minimal outcome of the visit to deem it a failure. That the
visit took place is itself a big success given that some 90,000 soldiers from both armies have
been deployed in Ladakh for nearly two years now, after Chinese troops moved in to occupy
certain territories that were hitherto in Indian control. Despite 15 rounds of negotiations between
senior military commanders, China continues to occupy at least three such areas. From other
such areas, both the armies have disengaged i.e., moved their soldiers a couple of miles behind,
but there has been no de-escalation i.e., they have not moved the troops to their bases.
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In his meetings with Mr. Wang, External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar did not demand the
restoration of status quo ante of April 2020 in Ladakh; disengagement from remaining “friction
points” was the only precondition for return to normalcy in China-India ties. In a rush to declare
the crisis as resolved, India made further concessions to China by seeking disengagement only
from Patrolling Point 15, suggesting that the other two areas — Depsang and Demchok — are
“legacy issues”. This is in keeping with Mr. Modi’s stance since June 2020, when he first denied
Chinese occupation of Indian territory in Ladakh and has since kept silent on the matter.
Questions on the border crisis have been denied in Parliament. No official media briefings have
taken place in two years. The government has thus successfully kept the truth of Chinese
ingress hidden from the Indian public.
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Mr. Modi’s desire to downplay Chinese bellicosity was confirmed by former U.S. Ambassador to
India, Kenneth Juster, when he said that the Indian government had instructed the U.S. officials
to neither mention the Chinese aggression in any joint statement nor raise it in a strong manner
otherwise. While New Delhi is being excessively accommodative of Beijing, China is
unconcerned about Indian sensitivities. Before coming to New Delhi, Mr. Wang signed a
provocative statement on Kashmir in Islamabad with the Foreign Ministers of the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation countries and asserted China’s strong ties with Pakistan. While it has
allowed South Korean and Pakistani students to return to China, Beijing has not extended the
same courtesy to over 23,000 Indian students. If China is extending a handshake to India, it is
only on its own terms.
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Despite the border crisis, India’s trade with China reached a record high of $125 billion in 2021.
India remains the biggest recipient of loans disbursed by the Asian Infrastructure and Investment
Bank. The Modi government did not criticise China’s clampdown in Hong Kong and has never
raised the issue of mistreatment of Uighurs in Xinjiang, although it may have been driven by a
defensiveness about the criticism of its own strong-arm policies in Kashmir. The activities of the
Dalai Lama and the Tibetan community in India have been calibrated to remain within limits that
do not provoke Beijing.
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China is the glue that binds the Quad together. While Indian and American policies are at
variance in countries such as Myanmar, Iran and Afghanistan, China is the one interest that
aligns the two countries together. That basic premise of a collaborative partnership with India will
be tested by these recent moves from Beijing towards New Delhi. Questions have always been
raised in whispered tones in Washington about the relative power gap between the two Asian
powers (China’s economy is nearly six times India’s size). This notwithstanding, it has been an
article of faith in Washington in the past couple of years that having suffered from Chinese
military aggression in 2020, India realises that it needs the U.S. to counter the threat from
Beijing. This was the thrust of Mr. Singh’s blunt counsel in New Delhi.
During Mr. Wang’s visit, China offered to create a virtual G-2 in Asia by protecting India’s
traditional role and collaborating on developmental projects as ‘China-India Plus’ in South Asia.
Once India’s limited preconditions for declaring the border crisis resolved are met, the offer will
seem more alluring and real than it does today. When Mr. Modi as Chief Minister of Gujarat was
denied a visa to travel to the U.S. owing to his association with the 2002 Gujarat riots, he made
regular visits to China. His comfort level with Beijing goes far deeper than any tactical
realignment at play due to current geopolitical churning. If this moment provides for a reset of
India’s ties with China, it will alter New Delhi’s relationship with the U.S. and raise questions
about the effectiveness of Quad.
While the Biden administration continues to harp on “shared values” with the Modi government,
the truth is that New Delhi’s commitment to democratic values, basic freedoms, constitutional
rights, and treatment of religious minorities has been alarmingly poor. Mr. Modi’s critics allege
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that his idea of democracy is closer to that of Donald Trump, Viktor Orbán and Mr. Putin than of
the current U.S. administration.
Also read | Peace in border areas key to normal ties, India tells China

Sushant Singh is Senior Fellow at the Centre for Policy Research
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Misgivings already in place have been brought into a sharp contrast by the Ukraine crisis. The
geopolitical churning has placed the choices made by Mr. Modi as Prime Minister under a harsh
glare. New Delhi’s decisions have not been to the liking of the U.S. As India is put under greater
pressure, the outcomes could spring another surprise for Washington.
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GROWTH PANGS: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON WORLD
BANK GROWTH FORECAST FOR INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Bank and India
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The World Bank pared its 2022 growth projections for South Asian economies to 6.6% on
Wednesday, from an estimate of 7.6% released in January, emphasising that post-pandemic
growth was already uneven and fragile before the Russia-Ukraine conflict triggered fresh
challenges. The ripple effect of high oil and food prices that prevailed even before the war and
were exacerbated since February 24, are key factors worrying the Bank as people’s real
incomes take a hit. India’s GDP, the Bank reckons, may now grow by 8% in 2022-23, not 8.7%
as it had earlier forecast, before dropping further to 7.1% in 2023-24. The Bank’s chief
economist has said that their overall assessment is that GDP growth could actually be 1.3
percentage points lower, or 7.4%, but they refrained from making an adjustment of that
magnitude in their headline projection due to some positive surprises in recent data such as
strong digital services exports. The tepid post-COVID recovery in India’s household
consumption will be further hemmed in by high inflation and the incomplete labour market
revival. More importantly, a nowcast of high frequency indicators by the Bank’s mandarins
suggests India’s growth was already experiencing a relative slowdown in the January to March
2022 quarter, compared to previous quarters. India’s recovery varies widely across sectors and
manufacturing remains troubled due to weak demand and increasing input costs. This is borne
out by the latest industrial output data.
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The World Bank’s prognostications about India’s growth prospects seem more sanguine than
some others. The Asian Development Bank expects India’s GDP for the year to rise 7.5% with
retail inflation of around 5.8%. And the RBI reset growth hopes from 7.8% in February to 7.2%,
while raising its inflation projection for the year more sharply from 4.5% to 5.7%. Economists
expect inflation to trend much higher, even above 7% in the first half of the year, and well over
the comfort threshold of 6% over the full year. Monetary and fiscal policy mandarins need to
address inflation more aggressively, lest it derails the recovery which the Bank has warned
could renew pressure on improving bank and corporate balance sheets. There is a need to
rethink growth engines as well — the pursuit of free trade agreements indicates a fresh stance.
The shunning of RCEP needs a revisit, as advised by key ally Japan — lest rivals like Vietnam
dent India’s future exports in job-intensive sectors such as textiles. The farm sector, that has so
far been resilient through the pandemic’s worst phases and could now gain due to high global
food prices, needs careful handling too. While the normal monsoon forecast bodes well for the
kharif crop and hopefully, rural demand, the cost of inputs — be it fertilizers or chicken feed — is
rising sharply for farmers too.
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T.N. GOVT. SEEKS TEMPORARY ASYLUM FOR
LANKAN TAMILS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka
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With people from Tamil-speaking areas of Sri Lanka arriving in Tamil Nadu illegally in the wake
of the economic crisis in the island nation, the State government has requested the Union
government to grant permission for “special provisions to give temporary asylum” to them, as in
the case of the refugees staying in camps.
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The Chief Minister made the request to Prime Minister Narendra Modi on April 1, contending
that it was the country’s “duty to consider those arriving from Sri Lanka and seeking asylum in
India as fellow humans and embrace them,” an official release said on Friday.
Mr. Stalin on Friday virtually interacted with “asylum-seekers from Sri Lanka” who are being
housed in a camp at Mandapam in Ramanathapuram.
So far, a total of 39 Tamil-speaking Sri Lankans, including 11 women, 16 children and an infant,
have reached the shores of Tamil Nadu and are staying at the camp.
Currently, 58,547 from 19,233 Sri Lankan Tamil families are staying in 108 rehabilitation camps
in 29 districts across the State.
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Food and all essential supplies are being provided to them by the Tamil Nadu government.
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MINT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

North Korea has test-fired a new weapons system, under the supervision of leader Kim Jong Un,
that it claims will boost the efficiency of its tactical nuclear weapons, the official Korean Central
News Agency said early Sunday.
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It added the test was successful.
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The "new-type tactical guided weapon... is of great significance in drastically improving the
firepower of the frontline long-range artillery units and enhancing the efficiency in the operation
of tactical nukes," the KCNA report said, without specifying when the test took place.

Kim Jong Un gave the military research team "important instructions on further building up the
defence capabilities and nuclear combat forces," the report added.
On Friday, North Korea marked the birthday of North Korea's founding leader, Kim's grandfather
Kim Il Sung, with a huge public procession, fireworks and synchronised dancing -- but no military
parade as many observers had predicted.
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Analysts and South Korean and US officials also had thought a nuclear test was possible on the
important anniversary.
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The anniversary celebrations came three weeks after North Korea staged its largest
intercontinental ballistic missile test ever -- the first time Kim's most powerful weapon had been
fired at full range since 2017.
That test was the culmination of a record-breaking blitz of sanctions-busting launches this year
and signalled an end to a self-imposed moratorium on long-range and nuclear tests.
This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Only
the headline has been changed.
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YEMEN’S HOUTHI REBELS CRITICISE U.S.-LED TASK
FORCE IN RED SEA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

Yemen’s Houthis criticised a new U.S.-led task force that will patrol the Red Sea following a
series of attacks by the Iran-backed rebels in a waterway that’s essential to global trade.
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Mohammed Abdul-Salam, the Houthis’ chief negotiator and spokesman, said late Friday that the
U.S. move in the Red Sea, which comes amid a ceasefire in the country’s civil war, contradicts
Washington’s claim of supporting the UN-brokered truce.
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The task force “enshrines the aggression and blockade on Yemen,” he claimed on his Telegram
social media account.
Abdul-Salam apparently referred to a Saudi-led coalition the rebels have been fighting for years.
The coalition, which until recently was backed by the U.S., imposes an air and sea blockade on
Houthi-held areas.
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Iran is the main supporter of the Houthis who seized Yemen’s capital, Sanaa, in September
2014. The Saudi-led coalition entered the war on the side of Yemen’s exiled government in
March 2015. Years of inconclusive fighting has pushed the Arab world’s poorest nation to the
brink of famine.
Another Houthi leader, Daifallah al-Shami, also criticised the U.S.-led task force, saying it sends
negative signals.
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The new task force of two to eight ships aims to target those smuggling coal, drugs, weapons
and people in the Red Sea, according to Vice Adm. Brad Cooper.
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NO EASY WAY OUT: ON THE RAJAPAKSAS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka
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Sri Lanka, reeling under unrest over the severe economic crisis, did the inevitable by
approaching the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for a bailout programme. All eyes are now
on the Sri Lanka-IMF meet in Washington DC this week. According to Finance Minister Ali
Sabry, Sri Lanka requires $3 billion in six months to restore supplies of essential items. The
island nation has also been talking to other countries. In mid-March, India signed a $1 billion
bilateral credit facility pact, under which 16,000 tonnes of rice have been supplied. The steps
being taken by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) are all aimed at stabilising the devastated
economy. On April 12, the central bank took a hard “last resort” decision of going in for a preemptive default on all its foreign debt, of $51 billion. It also effected a seven percentage point
hike in interest rates.
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Though the present situation has not come all of a sudden, not every ill of the economy can be
attributed to the current regime shepherded by the Rajapaksas. Economists describe Sri Lanka
as a perfect case study of a twin deficits economy: national expenditure exceeding national
income combined with inadequate domestic production of tradable goods and services. The
2019 Easter Sunday attacks and the COVID-19 pandemic later also hit the key foreign
exchange earning sectors — tea and garment exports, tourism and worker remittances. The
Russia-Ukraine war too is expected to make matters worse. Yet, the Rajapaksa regime cannot
fully absolve itself of having led the country to the present situation. Though many experts
mooted the idea of going to the IMF two years ago, and the central bank, in its annual report for
2020 (which became available at the end of April 2021), described the contraction of the
country’s economy by 3.6% in real terms in 2020 as the “deepest recession since independence
[in 1948]”, the government’s response has been insipid. Apart from seeking to curtail imports of
a variety of goods, its reaction has been extremely disappointing. Even the move to ban
chemical fertilizers had to be taken back subsequently. The crisis has also been aggravated by
the President’s short-sighted decision to “gift tax cuts” in late 2019, after coming to power, a
move which affected the proportion of government revenue to GDP — from 12.6% in 2019 to
9.1% in 2020. For the people, the protests in Colombo reflect their realisation that the regime
that they brought in has been virtually clueless about the economic problems. The only saving
grace for the government has been the selection of competent experts including P. Nandalal
Weerasinghe as CBSL Governor to guide economic affairs. Regardless of the longevity of the
agitation in Colombo and elsewhere and the Rajapaksa regime’s ability to survive political
moves to oust it, it is clear that it no longer enjoys the confidence of many sections of society.
But the Rajapaksas cannot allow the crisis to deepen as they try to salvage their political image.
The country needs to be put on the path of economic recovery without further delay.
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THE SUNAK ROW IS ABOUT EQUITY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

British Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak and his wife Akshata Murthy attend a reception
to celebrate the British Asian Trust at The British Museum in London on February 9, 2022. |
Photo Credit: REUTERS
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No, the attacks on Rishi Sunak and his wife, Akshata Murthy, over their tax affairs are not
because they are Indians. There is no problem with the spouse of the main occupant of No. 11
(a taxpayer funded residence) holding an Indian passport. Of course, Britain has a problem with
racism — as borne out by the testimony of Azeem Rafiq about his experience at Yorkshire
Cricket Club; as evident in the different numbers of Black and white people subjected to Stop
and Search orders by the police. Racism seeps from the very stones of government buildings —
the edifices of colonial power and a past that Britain will not fully acknowledge.
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However, the controversy over Ms. Murthy’s (perfectly legal) tax avoidance in the U.K. and, by
extension, of the Sunak household’s financial arrangements, isn’t about racism or her Indian
passport. It is fuelled by fury at the hypocrisy exhibited by the Chancellor of the Exchequer who
has just raised taxes on the majority, who have no option but to pay the additional amount, while
his wife chooses not to pay taxes in the U.K. on her global income because she can afford to opt
into a tax settlement that saves her millions. “That is how the system works for people like her”,
Mr. Sunak stated in an interview. In other words, if you are really rich, different rules apply.
Also read | Akshata Murthy says she will pay all taxes in U.K. to avoid ‘distraction’
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Ms. Murthy has now declared that she will voluntarily pay all U.K. taxes on her global income,
replacing the existing arrangement whereby she had ‘paid tax in this country on [her] U.K.
income and international tax on [her] international income.’ The statement is disingenuous
because there is no such thing as an international tax authority that collects ‘international tax’.
Taxes are set by individual countries; Ms. Murthy is an Indian citizen, in possession of a green
card (and property in the U.S.), Indefinite leave to remain (ILR) in the U.K, and earnings
registered in a number of countries, including the tax haven of Mauritius. Are there other clever
arrangements put in place by tax consultants that allow ‘people like her’ to minimise her tax
liability in other countries, such as India, as well? These are legitimate questions because while
Mr. Sunak’s wife is a private citizen, the very fact of her being his wife means that her affairs too
come under the U.K.’s ministerial code insofar as they might pose a conflict of interest to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer in carrying out his job.
Buried in this tax row, however, is a bigger problem for Mr. Sunak: the fact that he held a green
card until October last year. The couple acquired their permanent residence status in the U.S.
while they were living and working there — something that implies that they have chosen the
U.S. as their permanent home. Mr. Sunak retained his green card while holding one of the most
important jobs in the government. Surely there should have been some questions about how
Sunak could take decisions about the long-term interests of the U.K. while he retained a get-outof-jail-free card that allows him to relocate to the United States if things don’t work out. His wife
has said that she will retain her non-domicile status even as she pays U.K. taxes: under current
tax laws (which her husband can change), this arrangement will eventually run out after some
years. What then — will they move out of the U.K.? The cost-of-living crisis in the U.K. is real. A
significant number are struggling to pay their bills. Reportedly, Ms. Murthy would have faced a
tax bill of over £2 million a year if she had not chosen to acquire non-domicile status. For her, it

Page 65
is a percentage of her large income; for others, even that fee might be life-changing.
Government is about rules and about ethics. The Chancellor’s wife choosing to reduce her tax
bill is a matter of ethics. Mr. Sunak refused to sanction a plan to raise support for families hit by
rising fuel bills to £500 from £200 a household because there was no money left in the Treasury.
He counter-offered £1.4 billion when asked for £15 billion to fund a comprehensive catch-up
programme in education after the pandemic. Five months later, Mr. Sunak’s former school,
Winchester College, announced that the Sunaks are donating more than £1,00,000 to fund
scholarships at that school.
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It is to state the blindingly obvious that not everyone gets into Winchester College or can benefit
from this donation. Studies shown to the Chancellor last year estimate that failing to invest that
£15 billion in education now will result in welfare costs and criminal justice bills of more than
£160 billion later. The government he is a part of oversaw pandemic contracts to cronies of
ministers; his Treasury oversaw the disbursement of fraudulent COVID loans that might amount
to as much as £20 billion. His colleague, the Prime Minister, attended parties during the
lockdown. The tax row provided a focus for existing anger and resentment. If the Chancellor and
Prime Minister can find ways of circumventing rules that they make, then why should the rest of
the population be held to a higher standard?
Also read | Rishi Sunak offers himself for independent review

So no, the Sunak row is not about racism. It is about fairness and equity.
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(Priyanjali Malik is an author and commentator)
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CHINA, SOLOMON ISLANDS SIGN LANDMARK
SECURITY AGREEMENT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

Wang Wenbin denounced the concerns raised by the U.S., Australia over the deal.
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China said on Tuesday it had signed a security pact with the Solomon Islands, a first-of-its-kind
arrangement that could pave the way for further Chinese security deals overseas.
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Foreign Ministry spokesperson Wang Wenbin said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi and
Minister of Foreign Affairs and External Trade Jeremiah Manele of the Solomon Islands signed
an inter-governmental framework agreement on security cooperation.
Under the agreement, the two sides “will conduct cooperation in such areas as maintenance of
social order, protection of the safety of people’s lives and property, humanitarian assistance and
natural disaster response, in an effort to help Solomon Islands strengthen capacity building in
safeguarding its own security.”
Military facilities
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Amid concern from Australia, New Zealand and the U.S., the Solomon Islands said there was no
agreement for a Chinese military base.
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However, in the wake of China putting into use its first overseas military base in Djibouti near the
Horn of Africa in 2017, which went against a long-standing policy of not opening foreign bases,
Chinese military experts have spoken of the need for further facilities to project power as well as
service China’s fast expanding navy.
Much remains unclear about the new agreement, including how China plans to support the
Solomon Islands in “maintaining social order” and whether Chinese security forces will be
deployed.
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Australian Foreign Minister Marise Payne said Australia was “deeply disappointed” and
“concerned about the lack of transparency with which this agreement has been developed,
noting its potential to undermine stability in our region”.
The U.S. said a delegation this week, led by senior diplomat andIndo-Pacific coordinator Kurt
Campbell, would travel there. Discussions on the agreement are expected as well as on
reopening a U.S. embassy.
‘Ulterior motives’
Asked about the visit, Mr. Wang of the Chinese Foreign Ministry said, “The U.S. Embassy in
Solomon Islands has been closed for 29 years. The most recent visit to Fiji made by a U.S.
Secretary of State was 37 years ago. Several senior U.S. officials now fancy a visit to some
Pacific Island Countries (PIC) all of a sudden after all these years. Are they doing so out of care
for PICs or dotheyhaveulteriormotives? People are keen to get an answer to this question?”
“PICs are not the backyard of anyone, still less chess pieces in a geopolitical contest,” he added.
“PICs have the actual need to diversify their cooperation with other countries and the right to
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independently choose their cooperation partners. Sensationalising an atmosphere of tension
and stoking bloc confrontation will get no support in the region. Attempts to meddle with and
obstruct PICs’ cooperation with China will be in vain.”
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SHARIF’S CABINET TAKES OATH IN PAKISTAN AFTER
SEVERAL DELAYS
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Pakistan
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Pakistan Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif’s 34-member Cabinet — a mix of experience and fresh
blood — was sworn in on Tuesday after several days of delay, with Senate Chairman Sadiq
Sanjrani administering the oath to new Ministers after President Arif Alvi once again excused
himself from the ceremony.
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The ceremony was scheduled to be held on Monday, but President Alvi refused to administer
the oath to the lawmakers, compelling the government to postpone it.
The Cabinet includes 31 Ministers and three Ministers of the state and its first meeting has been
summoned in the evening by Prime Minister Sharif.
The new Cabinet is a mix of experience and fresh blood cobbled up together after stiff tradeoffs
behind the closed-door meetings of the coalition partners of Mr. Sharif, also president of the
Pakistan Muslim League- Nawaz (PML-N). His PML-N got 13 ministries and Bilawal BhuttoZardari’s Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) got nine. Four ministries were allotted to Jamiat Ulemae-Islam-Fazl (JUI-F) and two to Muttahida Qaumi Movement-Pakistan (MQM-P).
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Other coalition partners including Balochistan Awami Party (BAP), Pakistan Muslim LeagueQuaid (PML-Q) and Jamhori Watan Party (JWP) got one ministry each. Out of the three
Ministers of the state, two belong to PML-N and one to PPP.
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At least 20 Ministers are the first-timers in the federal Cabinet.
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‘OPEC’S SHARE OF OIL IMPORTS STEADIES AFTER
SIX-YEAR SLUMP’
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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OPEC’s share of India’s oil imports for the FY22 financial year remained almost flat year-onyear, arresting sharp declines over the the past six years, as refiners snapped up short-haul
crude from West Asia to counter rising global prices.
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Total crude imports by the world’s third-biggest oil importer and consumer rose by an annual
7.2% to 4.26 million barrels per day (bpd) in the year to March 31, ship-tracking data from
industry sources showed.
The share of that provided by members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) — mainly from West Asia and Africa — was 71.6% in FY22, compared with
71.9% in FY21, the data showed.
OPEC oil accounted for about 88% of India’s crude imports in FY08.
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“OPEC is increasing its production almost every month by about 250,000 bpd, and India is a
nearby market for that. At the same time, Indian refiners raised crude processing to meet rising
fuel demand,” said Refinitiv analyst Ehsan Ul Haq.
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In the next few months, OPEC’s share of India’s overall imports could decline because refiners
in Asia’s third-largest economy are buying cheaper Russian oil that has been shunned by some
western countries and companies after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Russian oil continued to
account for less than 1% of India’s crude imports in FY22.
A rally in global oil prices from November pushed Indian refiners to take “full volumes or perhaps
more than committed volumes” in their annual contracts with West Asian producers, said Mr.
Haq.
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Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Fed hikes and pandemic debt piles add to the risks for developing nations. Some are already
sliding into turmoil

m

A barrage of shocks is building that’s unlike anything emerging markets have had to confront
since the 1990s, when a series of rolling crises sank economies and toppled governments.
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Turmoil triggered by rising food and energy prices is already gripping countries like Sri Lanka,
Egypt, Tunisia and Peru. It risks turning into a broader debt debacle and yet another threat to
the world economy’s fragile recovery from the pandemic.
Compounding the danger is the most aggressive monetary tightening campaign the Federal
Reserve has embarked on in two decades. Rising U.S. interest rates mean a jump in debtservicing costs for developing nations — right after they borrowed billions to fight Covid-19
— and tend to spur capital outflows. And on top of it all: the stark reality that war in Europe,
which is driving the latest food and energy shock, shows few signs of ending.
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The cocktail of risks has already pushed Sri Lanka to the brink of default on its bonds. A handful
of other emerging economies, from Pakistan and Tunisia to Ethiopia and Ghana, are in
immediate danger of following suit, according to Bloomberg Economics. Of course, the
developing world’s commodity exporters stand to benefit from higher prices. Still, there are other
troubles brewing, with a new Covid-19 outbreak locking down key cities in China, and growing
angst that Europe and the U.S. will fall into recession.
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The world’s top economic policy makers are sounding the alarm. The dominant themes at the
spring meetings of the International Monetary Fund and World Bank in Washington this week
are a slowing global economy and the rising risks — seen and unseen — facing developing
nations.
‘Seismic Waves’
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The IMF, in its latest World Economic Outlook, likened the war’s impact to “seismic
waves" rolling over the global economy. It also warned of the possible return in emerging
markets of the sort of “doom loop" that led Russia to default in 1998, helped bring Vladimir Putin
to power and took hedge fund Long Term Capital Management to the verge of collapse. The
World Bank slashed its global growth forecast and announced the creation of a $170 billion
rescue package — bigger than its Covid-19 response — for crisis-hit nations.
“We can see this train wreck coming towards us," said John Lipsky, who spent half a decade as
No. 2 at the IMF. The combination of real-economy shocks and financial-market tightening, he
said, is “going to push a large number of low-income countries into the need for debt
restructuring."
The biggest default looming in emerging economies is in Russia, where Putin’s decision to
invade Ukraine has brought sanctions, economic isolation, and a pledge to pay debts only in
rubles — which would likely be ruled a breach of commitments, triggering losses for investors.
Still, Russia’s role as the sanctions-hit aggressor make it a unique case. Which means Sri
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Lanka, for now, is at the vanguard of the potentially broader crisis.
The country’s currency is down nearly 40% this year. Last week, it suspended foreign debt
payments, deciding to use what’s left of its reserves to cover food and energy imports rather
than pay investors.
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For people like Jagath Gunasena, the crisis has already arrived. It’s meant sending his wife and
son to stand for hours to refill the cooking-gas cylinder they need to run their Colombo food stall
— only to see them turned away when supplies run out. “At least we have leftovers from our
food stall to eat," Gunasena said. “I don't know how the others will find ways to cook or get by."
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That kind of uncertainty has driven protesters to call for President Gotabaya Rajapaksa to resign
even as his government tries to negotiate help with the IMF and Asian powers like China and
India.
Sri Lanka may be the first. But it’s not alone. Some 13 emerging countries have bonds trading at
least 1,000 basis points above U.S. Treasuries, up from six a year ago. Credit-default swaps on
developing-country debt spiked in the first weeks of the Ukraine war, showing a growing fear of
default — and while they’ve since retreated, they’re still some 90 basis points above last year’s
average.

‘Start to Surface’
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Bloomberg Economics, which keeps scorecards of the building risks for EM countries, puts
Turkey and Egypt top of the list of major emerging markets exposed to “economic and financial
spillovers" from the Ukraine war. And it ranks Tunisia, Ethiopia, Pakistan, Ghana and El
Salvador — with large debt stocks and borrowing costs that have risen by more than 700 basis
points since 2019 — among countries in immediate danger of being unable to repay debts.
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The direct impact of a default in five countries such as these on the global economy would be
small, but crises in the developing world have a history of spreading well beyond their starting
points. “In a cascade of emerging-market credit events, the negative impact of the whole could
be larger than the sum of the parts," wrote Ziad Daoud, Bloomberg Economics’ chief EM
economist.
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The World Bank calculates 60% of low-income countries are in debt distress already, or at high
risk of it. So far, the trouble is brewing in the sort of “off the radar screen" places investors don’t
pay much attention to, said the Bank’s chief economist, Carmen Reinhart.
That doesn’t mean it will stay that way. Reinhart cited the example of LTCM, which was bailed
out in 1998 due to losses in Russia and other emerging markets. “That wasn’t necessarily on
anyone’s radar screen," she said. “Those things start to surface. Exposures are opaque."
Governments all over the emerging world stepped up their borrowing to cushion the pandemic’s
impact. The cost of servicing those debts is rising “on a steep incline," according to the IMF.
A record amount of that debt is now held on balance sheets of local banks in emerging
economies, according to the IMF — raising the risk of a feedback loop in which banks are forced
to pull back on lending as economies slow and the value of the government bonds they own
falls. Which in turn may lead to the sort of economic “doom loop" that drove Russia to default in
1998 and Argentina to a similar fate a few years later.
‘A Disaster’
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The increase in borrowing costs is likely to get steeper still as the Fed’s efforts to combat
inflation at home lead to higher interest rates on U.S. Treasuries, the benchmark for many
developing economies. Central banks across much of the emerging world are raising their own
policy rates too, as prices surge.
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Jim O’Neill, the former Goldman Sachs economist who coined the term BRICs in the early
2000s to describe the then fast-growing emerging markets of Brazil, Russia, India and China,
said the current environment is the most uncertain he’s seen since he began his career in
finance in the early 1980s. “If we get the inflation risk persisting and central banks have to
tighten policy, for certain emerging markets it will be a disaster," he said.
One sign of trouble ahead is the lengthening line of countries in rescue talks with the IMF.
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Along with Sri Lanka, it includes countries with similar balance-of-payments problems like Egypt
and Tunisia, where food prices helped drive regime change just a decade ago. And Pakistan,
where high inflation and geopolitical tensions combined to topple premier Imran Khan this month
— and where the government is cutting electricity to households and industry because it can’t
afford to buy coal or natural gas from abroad to fuel its power plants.
In Tunisia, the cradle of the 2011 Arab Spring uprisings, a cash-strapped government has raised
fuel prices at least 4 times over the past 13 months. Tourism has dried up, and shortages are
spreading to the point where market vendors joke that marijuana is easier to buy than flour.
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Raed, a 26-year-old baker, said he can’t get enough flour on the black market at prices far
above the official, subsidized one to keep his shop open. “The situation is very bad," he said. So
he’s decided that once the holy month of Ramadan is over, he’ll join the legions of migrants
trying their luck elsewhere.
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In nearby Egypt, the world’s largest wheat importer, the disappearance from the market of
supplies from Russia and Ukraine has hit hard. Last month, the central bank let the currency
weaken more than 15% in a matter of hours and hiked its benchmark rate for the first time in five
years amid an outflow of hard currency. President Abdel-Fattah El-Sisi has urged people to
make do with less-lavish meals when they break their Ramadan fast.
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The government “is asking us to ration our consumption, but we've already been doing
this," said Ezzat Mohamed, who lives in the rural Qalyubiya province, where stores have begun
offering food on credit.
To be sure, many developing nations sell more commodities than they buy, and benefit from
rising prices. They’re typically a boon in regions like Latin America, for example – where Brazil’s
real is the world’s best-performing major currency this year, and Chile’s exports in March were
up more than 20% from a year earlier.
‘Skeletons in the Closet’
Robin Brooks, chief economist at the Institute for International Finance, predicts the fallout from
the Ukraine war will largely be limited to food and energy importers.
Busts often follow booms — and there haven’t been many of the latter in an emerging world
that’s had a rough ride from Covid-19, Brooks points out. By contrast, the crises of the 1990s
erupted in economies where capital had been pouring in, and its abrupt departure revealed flaws
in corporate balance sheets. Even with risks rising because of an increasingly aggressive Fed,
“I’m not as worried as others about skeletons in the closet," he said.
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But if that pandemic backdrop leaves emerging countries less vulnerable to capital outflows, the
opposite is true when it comes to social tensions.
That’s one reason why it’s hard not to see something broader in the political and economic
turmoil starting to hit the poorest corners of the global economy. Oxfam is warning that more
than a quarter of a billion people could be pushed into extreme poverty this year.
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Latin America’s commodity exporters aren’t immune from political unrest — Peru, with one of the
world’s highest Covid death rates, has been rocked by weeks of violent protests — or even a
weakening of their external position.
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Peru’s current-account balance swung from a surplus of 0.8% of GDP at the end of 2020 to a
deficit of 2.8% a year later. In neighboring Colombia and Chile, deficits widened to around 6%
and 7% of GDP respectively in the final quarter of last year.
Foreign investors also own a majority of the sovereign debt in those countries, which has
ballooned by 10-15 percentage points of GDP over the past two years, Gavekal Research
pointed out in a recent note. “Emerging market asset prices — including those of commodity
exporters — may be a lot more vulnerable to swings in the external environment than is
currently assumed by investors," its economists wrote.
In Brazil, less than six months ahead of presidential elections, opinion polls show that 75% of
the public blames President Jair Bolsonaro’s government for a surging cost of living.
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Although the country’s central bank is months into an aggressive tightening campaign, Brazil’s
inflation rate was still 11.3% in March. The problem is that, as in many parts of the world, prices
feed off each other and higher fuel costs make food more expensive too, said Thais Zara, an
economist at LCA Consultores in Sao Paulo.
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Bolsonaro is using a commodities windfall to expand cash aid to the poor ahead of the election
and has pumped $32 billion of credit into the economy.
But in Rio de Janeiro’s markets the anxiety about what lies ahead remains real. Maria
Conceicao loaded up on fish for her family ahead of last weekend’s Easter celebrations. “We’ll
celebrate with fish now, but will have less later," she said. Because for Conceicao, like millions
of others in the developing world, the grim reality is: “Each month gets worse."
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JAPAN SAYS DISPUTED ISLANDS ‘ILLEGALLY
OCCUPIED’ BY RUSSIA
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Japan described four islands whose ownership it disputes with Moscow as “illegally occupied by
Russia” in the latest version of a diplomatic report released on Friday, using stronger language
to describe the territorial flap than other recent versions and underscoring the chilled relations
between the two sides amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine.
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The description in the 2022 Diplomatic Bluebook, an annual report on Japan’s foreign policy
issued by the Foreign Ministry, uses that phrasing for the first time in nearly two decades.
Japan, which is struggling to improve ties with Moscow to regain control of the Kurils, which
Tokyo calls the Northern Territories, had previously described the dispute in a softer tone.
“The Northern Territories are a group of islands Japan has sovereignty over and an integral part
of Japan’s territory, but currently they are illegally occupied by Russia,” the Ministry said in the
report.
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The dispute over the Russian-held islands, which the former Soviet Union seized from Japan at
the end of Second World War, has prevented the two countries from signing a peace treaty to
end their war hostilities.
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The report last used a similar expression in 2003 but had toned down its phrasing until last year,
when it described the dispute as “the greatest concern between Japan and Russia” and noted
that “Japan has sovereignty” over the islands.
Dispute with S. Korea

In another territorial dispute, the Ministry said the island that Japan calls Takeshima is “illegally
occupied” by Seoul, which calls it Dokdo.
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South Korea’s Foreign Ministry protested Japan’s “repeated inclusion of unjust sovereignty
claims over Dokdo,” calling the island an integral part of South Korean territory.
It said Tokyo’s claims are in “no way conducive to efforts to establish a future-oriented ties.
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DIFFERENT NARRATIVES: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
INDIA-MALDIVES TIES
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: South-East Asia, ASEAN and India
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The Maldives government’s decision to ban the ‘India Out’ protests shows how the campaign,
which started as an online protest by critics of the Ibrahim Solih administration, has grown into a
polarising political issue in the Indian Ocean island nation with which India has deep ties. The
campaign, which remained a fringe protest in the initial years, gained currency late last year
after former President Abdulla Yameen took it over. Mr. Yameen, who served two years in jail
after losing power in 2018, wanted a strong political narrative to make a comeback, particularly
as the country heads to its presidential election in 2023. Critics termed the Solih administration
“a puppet of New Delhi”, accusing it of allowing an Indian military presence, thereby
compromising the country’s sovereignty — an allegation the government has repeatedly denied.
Mr. Yameen has organised several political rallies, openly attacking the government’s ties with
India. When Mr. Yameen was in power, he was largely seen as a friend of China. His
government’s ultimatum to India to withdraw two of its helicopters from two atolls had triggered
tensions. But relations between the two countries improved remarkably after Mr. Solih’s
Maldivian Democratic Party (MDP) came to power in 2018.
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President Solih adopted an ‘India first’ foreign policy. In the past four years, India has emerged
as the Maldives’s main security and economic partner, committing $1.4 billion towards its ‘socioeconomic development needs’. In February 2021, it signed the Uthuru Thila Falhu (UTH)
harbour development deal with Male to develop the National Defence Force Coast Guard
Harbour. The Yameen camp stepped up its attack on the government after this deal. India has
historically played an important role in the Maldives as a friendly big neighbour. But China’s rise
in the Indian Ocean region has raised the strategic profile of this small, import-dependent islandnation of 5,50,000 people, where both countries vied for influence. Now, while Mr. Yameen is
trying to regain his lost support by shoring up Maldivian nationalism and anti-India sentiments,
the MDP is trying to counter it with another nationalist narrative. It argues that ties with India, the
closest big neighbour of the Maldives, is important for the country’s security, including food
security. While these two narratives would clash in the coming election, India, being the centre
of the political wrangling, would find itself in a difficult situation. Victory is not guaranteed for the
MDP, which faces anti-incumbency problems and differences between Mr. Solih and the
powerful former President Mohamed Nasheed. If it loses, India risks losing the influence it has
built over the last few years. The challenge before India is to build closer ties with all political
factions of the Maldives while helping the country meet its economic and security requirements.
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FISHING FOR WORKABLE SOLUTIONS IN THE PALK
BAY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

‘The whole problem has to be looked at from humanitarian and livelihood angles’ | Photo Credit:
L. Balachandar
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After a gap of 15 months, the India-Sri Lanka Joint Working Group (JWG) on fisheries held its
much-awaited deliberations (in virtual format) on March 25. But between the two meetings of the
JWG, a number of events — some of them unfortunate — have occurred in the Palk Bay region
that encompasses India’s Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka’s Northern Province. For instance, seven
fishermen — five from Tamil Nadu and two from Sri Lanka — have died in “mid-sea clashes”.
Just as sections of fishermen from the Palk Bay bordering districts of Tamil Nadu continue to
transgress the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL), cases of many of them getting
arrested and their boats being impounded by the Sri Lankan authorities continue. What has
precipitated matters is that in early February, the impounded boats, around 140 in number, were
auctioned despite a bilateral understanding on the matter.
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Apart from poaching in the territorial waters of Sri Lanka, the use of mechanised bottom trawlers
is another issue that has become a bone of contention between the fishermen of the two
countries; the dispute is not just between the two states. This method of fishing, which was once
promoted by the authorities in India, is now seen as being extremely adverse to the marine
ecology, and has been acknowledged so by India. The actions of the Tamil Nadu fishermen
adversely affect their counterparts in the Northern Province who are also struggling to come to
terms with life after the civil war. The ongoing economic crisis in the island nation has only
worsened their plight.
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At the same time, the fishermen of Tamil Nadu experience a genuine problem — the lack of
fishing areas consequent to the demarcation of the IMBL in June 1974. If they confine
themselves to Indian waters, they find the area available for fishing full of rocks and coral reefs
besides being shallow. The distance between Dhanushkodi (Tamil Nadu) and the IMBL is nine
nautical miles (NM) while the maximum distance — Devipattinam and the IMBL — is 34 NM.
Under the Tamil Nadu Marine Fishing Regulation Act 1983, mechanised fishing boats can fish
only beyond 3 NM from the coast. This explains the trend of the fishermen having to cross the
IMBL frequently. Another factor is that the people of the two countries in general and fisherfolk in
particular have common threads of language, culture and religion, all of which can be used
purposefully to resolve any dispute.
It is because of this factor as well as the plight of the fishermen of the Northern Province that the
two governments have been repeatedly saying that the whole problem has to be looked at from
humanitarian and livelihood angles.
With the problem having been discussed by the JWG, and earlier during the visit of India’s
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar to Sri Lanka, in March as well, it is time steps are taken to
take the process forward. The present situation, which is otherwise very stressful for Sri Lanka in
view of the economic crisis, can be utilised to bring the fishermen of the two countries to the
negotiating table. This is because the Indian government’s two-month ban on fishing on the east
coast of the country began on April 15. It is up to Sri Lanka now to ensure that the talks take
place as the Indian side is keen on resuming fisherfolk-level deliberations. As several
substantive issues were discussed threadbare in the previous rounds of such meetings — the
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last one was in New Delhi in November 2016 — only some fine-tuning of the respective
positions had to be done.
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While Indian fishermen can present a road map for their transition to deep sea fishing or
alternative methods of fishing, the Sri Lankan side has to take a pragmatic view that the
transition cannot happen abruptly. To elicit a favourable response from the fishermen of the
Northern Province, the Tamil Nadu fishermen have to commit themselves to a short and swift
transition for which the governments in India ( Central and State) have to come forward to
perform the role of guarantors. Also, whenever there is a genuine complaint about Tamil Nadu
fishermen having damaged the properties of the Northern Province’s fishermen, the Indian
government can compensate this through the proper channels of Sri Lanka.
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In the meantime, India will have to modify its scheme on deep sea fishing to accommodate the
concerns of its fishermen, especially those from Ramanathapuram district, so that they take to
deep sea fishing without any reservation. The revised scheme has to absorb satisfactorily not
only the unit cost of long liners but also the running cost. Also, there is a compelling need for the
Central and State governments to implement in Tamil Nadu the Pradhan Mantri Matsya
Sampada Yojana in a proactive manner. The scheme, which was flagged off two years ago,
covers alternative livelihood measures too including seaweed cultivation, open sea cage
cultivation, and sea/ocean ranching.
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During Mr. Jaishankar’s visit, India had signed a memorandum of understanding with Sri Lanka
for the development of fisheries harbours. This can be modified to include a scheme for deep
sea fishing to the fishermen of the North. It is a welcome development that the JWG has agreed
to have joint research on fisheries, which should be commissioned at the earliest. Such a study
should cover the extent of the adverse impact of bottom trawling in the Palk Bay region.
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Simultaneously, the two countries should explore the possibility of establishing a permanent
multi-stakeholder institutional mechanism to regulate fishing activity in the region. At the same
time, Sri Lanka should take a lenient view of the situation and refrain from adopting a rigid and
narrow legal view of matters concerning the release of 16 fishermen or impounded fishing boats
(around 90 in number). Any delay in this will only increase the bitterness between the two
countries at a time when the economic crisis of Sri Lanka is generating empathy in India. What
everyone needs to remember is that the fisheries dispute is not an insurmountable problem. A
number of options are available to make the Palk Bay not only free of troubles but also a model
for collaborative endeavours in fishing.
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The Arctic region witnessed extensive militarisation during the Second World War. In the Cold
War period, despite military exercises conducted by rival blocks—the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and the Warsaw Pact countries—the Arctic remained stable without any
confrontation. In fact, the 196-km border between the Soviet Union and Norway (the only NATOmember country to share a border with the Soviet Union) remained peaceful throughout the Cold
War. In 1987, with the Cold War in its end-phase, Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev in his
famous ‘Murmansk Speech’, called for the Arctic as a ‘Zone of Peace’ and emphasised the need
for cooperation in the region. 1
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Gorbachev’s vision was reciprocated by the West. The first environmental cooperative initiative,
called the ‘Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy’ (AEPS), was signed by eight Arctic states in
1991.2 AEPS was the initiative of government of Finland that resulted in successful conclusion
of various cooperative measures to protect the Arctic environment. 3 These eight Arctic states in
1996 signed the Ottawa Declaration which led to the establishment of the Arctic Council.4 Since
its formation, the Arctic Council has become an important forum for addressing issues of
environment, sustainable development and purveying the socio-economic context in the region.5
The Arctic Council is the most important intergovernmental forum for cooperation between the
Arctic states in the high north. The working of the Arctic Council is executed through its six
working groups and the decision making within the Council is based on ‘consensus basis’.
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In February 2022, as a result of Russia’s military action in Ukraine, the seven Western Arctic
states (A7), 6 five of which are members of NATO,7 have issued a joint statement to ‘temporarily
pause’ their participation in all meetings of the Council and its subsidiary bodies.8 These states
argued that the Arctic Council works on the fundamental rules of international law, and Russia,
which currently holds the chairmanship of the Arctic Council, has violated it. While describing the
action as 'regrettable', Russia, in response, highlighted that the Arctic Council has remained
depoliticised, despite the past geopolitical issues.9
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The A7’s decision could have serious implications for the Arctic. First, all the eight Arctic states
are at close geographical proximity to one another. Even a temporary suspension of the Arctic
Council could challenge its established credibility and decision making. This could enhance
geopolitical competition by superseding the existing scientific cooperation, consensus on
environmental concerns and other mutually agreed solidarities between the states in the region.
Second, the Arctic contains multiple existing issues of territorial sovereignty, resource
exploitation and disagreements over national/international shipping routes. Suspending the
working of the Arctic Council would terminate the existing cooperation, resulting in unwanted
strategic competition in the region. Furthermore, in order to protect their own self-interests in the
Arctic, a potential military build-up can be expected.
Third, Russia holds the largest territorial and coastal extent in the Arctic. It remains the only
state with strong Arctic infrastructure and military capabilities. The Russian Arctic accounts for
almost half of the total Arctic population living in the region.10 If the current situation prevails or
the A7 countries consider forming any new alliance or forum without Russia, it would polarise
the Arctic region, which could lead to dangerous outcomes. Similarly, any such alternative
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approach/alliance by Russia with non-Arctic states, would further challenge the existing
cooperation in the region.11
Fourth, the issue of climate change is serious in the Arctic, where the global warming is
occurring at thrice the average normal. Suspension of all established cooperation with Russia
through Arctic Council, would seriously affect academic and scientific engagements between
states on climate research in the region.
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Fifth, the Arctic Council has become successful in negotiating three important legally binding
agreements in the region. These include ‘Agreement on Enhancing International Arctic Scientific
Cooperation’,12‘Agreement on Cooperation on Marine Oil Pollution Preparedness and
Response’,13 and the ‘Agreement on Cooperation on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and
Rescue in the Arctic’.14 Also, all the Arctic states have successfully concluded an ‘International
Agreement on Prevention of Unregulated High Seas Fisheries in the Central Arctic Ocean’.15 As
a counter measure to A7’s decision on the Arctic Council, Russia may consider withdrawing
from these important agreements in the Arctic, which would further lead to greater insecurities in
the region.
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Sixth, apart from the Arctic permanent states, there are 13 non-Arctic observer states in the
Arctic Council.16 Though these states remain outside the decision-making process of the
Council, they are actively engaged in the various working groups of the Council. Asian observers
such as India, China, Japan, Singapore and South Korea face vulnerabilities as a result of
climate change in the Arctic. A pause in the Working Groups of the Arctic Council will have
significant implications for the ongoing and future projects undertaken by these states.
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Finally, the ongoing debate within the Finish and the Swedish parliaments to join NATO
membership will make the revival of the Arctic Council difficult, if not impossible. As and when
these two Arctic Council members join NATO, it will have significant geopolitical repercussions
for the region. Dmitry Medvedev, Deputy Chairman of Russia’s Security Council, has already
warned of Russia’s nuclear and hypersonic deployments, if Finland and Sweden secured NATO
membership.17
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The Arctic Council, till recently, has proved itself to be a successful model of cooperation.
Security issues were consciously kept away from the charter of the Arctic Council. The
heightened political contestations in the wake of Russia–Ukraine war could radically alter the
spirit as well as structure of the Council. With Finland and Sweden seeking membership of
NATO, the situation in the region will, in all likelihood, aggravate further. How the Arctic Council
responds to these developments and whether it will remould itself is a moot question.
Views expressed are of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Manohar
Parrrikar IDSA or of the Government of India.
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Ibrahim Mohamed Solih
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Maldivian President Ibrahim Mohamed Solih on Thursday issued a decree banning the ‘India
Out’ campaign, now led by former President Abdulla Yameen, terming it a “threat to national
security.”
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Stating that the government’s policy was to provide freedom of expression and freedom of
assembly guaranteed under the Constitution “to its fullest extent”, and to “uphold democratic
values”, the Presidential order said the campaign against India “exploited” the freedoms and
“intends to disrupt” the long-standing bilateral relations between the Maldives and India as well
as efforts to maintain peace and security in the region.
The move follows a recent decision by the Maldives’s National Security Council that the
campaign “to incite hatred against India” is a “threat” to national security.
The ‘India Out’ campaign, started and sustained by critics of the Solih administration, gained
prominence in recent months with former President Yameen spearheading it.
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‘India first’
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The campaign accuses the Maldivian government of “allowing” Indian military presence in the
island nation – the government has repeatedly denied it – and, of “being a puppet” of New Delhi.
President Solih has opted for an ‘India first’ foreign policy and has said he is unapologetic about
Male’s close ties with New Delhi.
The Progressive Congress Coalition, representing Mr. Yameen’s political camp, said it “strongly
condemns the unconstitutional executive order” by President Solih.
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“Our Constitution is very clear on the question of freedom of expression, and that it has
boundaries, and ends when it infringes on someone else’s. This campaign is clearly aimed at
creating differences and hatred, that is not in the interest of anyone,” Speaker and former
President Mohamed Nasheed told The Hindu from Male over telephone.
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WTO MAY EASE CURBS ON INDIAN GRAIN EXPORTS
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India has been criticised in the United States, as well as by several other countries, for failing to
take a stronger stand against Russia and for not directly condemning its aggression against
Ukraine. The U.S. has also been pressuring India to not increase its purchases of Russian oil at
this time.
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Moscow has offered and sold oil at a discounted price to New Delhi in recent weeks. However, a
very low proportion (1%-4% based on estimates from Indian and the U.S. officials) of India’s
energy imports come from Russia. The U.S. has offered to help India replace Russian oil with oil
from elsewhere.
Understanding realities

Responding to a question on the interplay of India’s significant defence relationship with Russia
and its growing and significant trade relationship with the United States, in its decision to not call
out Russia by name for the invasion of Ukraine, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman pointed to
India’s geography.
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She said that there was an understanding in Washington of India’s geopolitical realities and “this
recognition [by the U.S.] that there is a friend there [in India], but the friend’s geographical
location has got to be understood and a friend cannot be weakened for any reason”.
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“It’s not as if India has a choice to relocate itself,” Ms. Sitharaman said, describing various
challenges India faced along its northern and western borders – a reference to China and
Pakistan.
Calibrating position

“India certainly wants to be a friend. But if the U.S. also wants a friend…the friend should be not
weakened,” she said.
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“So we are taking decisions, we are taking calls, we are taking a calibrated position because we
need to be strong where we are given the geographical locational realities.”
Citing developments like the India-United States ‘2+2’ meetings, the Biden-Modi summit virtual
meeting last week, and India’s consideration of the soon-to-be-announced Indo-Pacific
Economic Framework (IPEF) - the Biden administration’s economic cooperation framework for
the Indo Pacific, Ms. Sitharaman said she was seeing “ more and more windows of opportunities
opening”, rather than the U.S. keeping India at a distance because of India’s “calibrated” stance
with respect to Russia.
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Russia said on Saturday it plans to deploy its newly tested Sarmat intercontinental ballistic
missiles, capable of mounting nuclear strikes against the United States, by autumn.
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The target stated by Dmitry Rogozin, head of the Roscosmos space agency, is an ambitious one
as Russia reported its first test-launch only on Wednesday and Western military experts say
more will be needed before the missile can be deployed.
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The Sarmat is capable of carrying 10 or more nuclear warheads and decoys, and of striking
targets thousands of miles away in the U.S. or Europe.
This week’s test, after years of delays due to funding and technical issues, marks a show of
strength by Russia at a time when the war in Ukraine has sent tensions with the United States
and its allies soaring to their highest levels since the 1962 Cuban missile crisis.
Mr. Rogozin said in an interview with Russian state TV that the missiles would be deployed with
a unit in the Krasnoyarsk region of Siberia, about 3,000 km east of Moscow.
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He said they would be placed at the same sites and in the same silos as the Soviet-era
Voyevoda missiles they are replacing, something that would save “colossal resources and time”.
The launch of the “super-weapon” was an historic event that would guarantee the security of
Russia’s children and grandchildren for the next 30-40 years, Mr. Rogozin added.
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Western concern at the risk of nuclear war has increased since Russian President Vladimir Putin
launched his invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 24 with a speech in which he pointedly referred to
Moscow’s nuclear forces and warned that any attempt to get in Russia’s way “will lead you to
such consequences that you have never encountered in your history.”
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“The prospect of nuclear conflict, once unthinkable, is now back within the realm of possibility,”
United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said last month.
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FILE PHOTO: FILE PHOTO: A sailor looks at the Russian missile cruiser Moskva moored in the
Ukrainian Black Sea port of Sevastopol, Ukraine 10, 2013. REUTERS/Stringer/File Photo/File
Photo
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End of the week, the Russian Defence Ministry acknowledged that one sailor died and 27 were
missing after the missile cruiser Moskva sank in the Black Sea on April 14.
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The Ministry had earlier said fire broke out on the vessel as a result of an ammunition explosion
which caused the ship to tilt over and it sank later as it was being towed away in rough weather.
“The vessel is seriously damaged. The entire crew have been evacuated,” the Defence Ministry
had stated. “Given the choppy seas, the vessel sank.”

Heavy vessel
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However, Ukraine has said that it had successfully hit the cruiser with Neptune shore-based
anti-ship missiles, a claim that was later supported by unnamed U.S. officials. While what
actually happened to Moskva might remain unclear forever, the sinking of the 12,490-tonne
cruiser is a significant loss for Russia in many ways. This was the biggest warship to be lost
since 1982, when the 12,000-tonne Argentinian missile destroyer, General Belgrano, was sunk
by a British submarine during the Falkland wars. Also, this was Russia’s biggest wartime loss of
a warship since the Second World War.
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Moskva made headlines early in the war as it ordered a group of Ukrainian soldiers at an
outpost on Snake Island to surrender, which they refused in a radio message. While it was
initially believed that they were killed, it later came to light that they were taken captive and
eventually released in a prisoner swap. Construction of Moskva , a Slava class Soviet-guided
missile cruiser, began in 1976 and was commissioned in 1983. It is among a series of such
heavy ocean going vessels built to counter NATO vessels and carried 16 Vulkan missiles that
can hit targets 500 km away in addition to other weapons and defences. It has been upgraded
several times over the years.
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In the past, Moskva was deployed in the Syrian conflict and and as the flagship of the Black Sea
fleet, it was at the forefront of the Russian war on Ukraine. In addition to the huge symbolism
associated with it, the loss also puts back Russia military, especially with its inability to move
fresh naval assets into the region since Turkey closed the Bosphorus and Dardanelles straits for
warships. This also increases the risks for any Russian amphibious assault on the coastal city of
Odesa.
Lessons for planners
As nations worldwide continue to build bigger surface vessels, including aircraft carriers and
anti-ship missiles meant to counter them proliferating, Naval planners would be analysing the
incident very closely to draw lessons to defend their own assets.
The Soviet Union built a series of missile boats to take on NATO ships and carriers during the
Cold War. Since then, there has been a huge proliferation of anti-ship missiles, which are
relatively cheap and offer asymmetric advantage. An example is the Indo-Russian joint
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development, the BrahMos supersonic cruise missile, which began as an anti-ship missile and
has a land attack variant and can be fired from land, sea and air. It derives its name from
Brahmaputra and Moskva rivers. In January, the Philippines signed a $375-million deal with
India for the supply of the shore-based anti-ship variant of the BrahMos supersonic cruise
missiles.
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There were recent examples of warships being hit by missiles. In the 2006 Lebanon war,
Hezbollah, the Lebanese Shia militia, had hit an Israeli warship while in Yemen, the Shia Houthi
rebels had fired anti-ship missiles at a US Navy destroyer in 2016. Closer home, in December
1971, Indian Navy used its Soviet origin ‘Osa’ class missile boats, which unleashed a barrage of
missiles on Karachi harbour under Operation Trident and Operation Python, sinking a destroyer,
fleet tanker and minesweeper, enforcing a de facto naval blockade.
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The sinking of Moskva has once again generated discussion on the relevance and vulnerability
of large surface platforms like aircraft carriers, especially in the Indian context with China
building ballistic missiles to target U.S. carriers in the Indian Ocean.
However, the development of technologies and counter-technologies is an ever-continuing game
and validating that is the renewed impetus on fielding aircraft carriers by several countries. To
shoot down incoming anti-ship missiles, warships have layered defence, consisting of missiles
and air defence guns, which has also seen significant advancements.

IA

The aspect of why Moskva’s defences did not shoot down the incoming missiles, if it indeed was
hit by Ukrainian missiles, would be studied and analysed closely.
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ARGENTINA TO REVIVE FALKLANDS ISSUE IN INDIA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Santiago Cafiero-
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The Government of Argentina will launch a campaign in India on Sunday demanding negotiation
with the United Kingdom to settle the territorial dispute over the Islas Malvinas that are known as
the Falkland Islands in the United Kingdom. The initiative, which comes two days after the visit
of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, coincides with the 40th anniversary of the conflict
between the U.K. and Argentina, which ended with the re-establishment of British control over
the archipelago.
“The Commission for the Dialogue on the Question of the Malvinas Islands in India” will be
launched by Santiago Cafiero, Argentina’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and
Worship. The Ministry of External Affairs has announced that Mr. Cafiero is among the leading
international figures scheduled to participate in the annual Raisina Dialogue.

Resume dialogue

IA

In an article published on April 2 in The Guardian, Mr. Cafiero claimed that the dispute was not
settled with the “cessation of hostilities” in 1982 and urged for resumption of bilateral dialogue.
Argentina claims that the outcome of an armed conflict cannot settle a territorial dispute like the
Malvinas/Falkland Islands.
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“The Commission seeks to promote compliance with the resolutions of the United Nations and
the declarations of other international fora on the Question of the Malvinas Islands, which call for
the resumption of negotiations between Argentina and the United Kingdom,” declared a
statement shared by the organisers of the event with The Hindu.
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The members of the Commission will include former Union Minister Suresh Prabhu, BJP leader
Shazia Ilmi, Congress Lok Sabha member Shashi Tharoor and veteran peacemaker Tara
Gandhi Bhattacharjee. “India has been supportive of a negotiated settlement of the dispute for
many years and we will continue to support that,” said Ms. Ilmi, who also referred to India’s
historic role in achieving decolonisation in the Global South.
The event, however, has drawn attention as it is being organised just two days after the visit of
the Mr. Johnson, who travelled to Gujarat and held talks with Prime Minister Narendra Modi on a
broad range of bilateral and global issues.
The Falklands War began on April 2, 1982 when the Argentine forces invaded the U.K.controlled islands. The government of Margaret Thatcher responded by sending a naval task
force.
As a post-colonial state, India has consistently supported a negotiated settlement to the
Question of the Malvinas.
Informed official sources said they were aware of Argentina’s plans to flag the Falkland issue at
the international level taking advantage of the 40th anniversary of the war but maintained that
there was no official consultation with the Indian side regarding Argentina’s plan to start the
Commission in India. “It is entirely an initiative from their side,” said a source.
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INDIA SUSPENDS TOURIST VISAS FOR CHINESE: IATA
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - China

India has suspended tourist visas issued to Chinese nationals, the global airlines body IATA told
its member carriers on April 20.
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India has been raising with China the plight of over 22,000 of its students enrolled in Chinese
universities who are unable to go back for physical classes. However, the neighbouring country
has till date refused to let them enter.
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These students had to leave their studies in China and come to India when the COVID-19
pandemic started in the beginning of 2020.
In a circular issued on April 20 regarding India, the International Air Transport Association (IATA)
said, “Tourist visas issued to nationals of China (People’s Republic) are no longer valid.”
The IATA also said that tourist visas with a validity of 10 years are no longer valid. The IATA is a
global airlines body of around 290 members that comprise over 80% of global air traffic.
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THE FARTHEST MOSQUE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India- West Asia

Siliver dome of Al-Aqsa Mosque, built on top of the Temple Mount, known as Haram esh-Sharif
in Islam and wall of old city of Jerusalem, Israel.
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Ariel Sharon’s infamous visit to al-Aqsa compound in 2000 was the trigger point of the violent
second intifada, which lasted for years. Last year, an Israeli police raid of the mosque in the
occupied East Jerusalem’s Old City prompted rocket firings from Gaza, the blockaded and
impoverished Palestinian enclave that’s controlled by the Islamist Hamas, triggering an 11-day
war in which 250 Palestinians and 13 Israelis were killed. Tensions returned earlier this month
after a wave of attacks killed 14 Israelis. In the subsequent Israeli crackdown on the occupied
West Bank, 15 Palestinians were killed.
Tensions spiralled into al-Aqsa when Israeli forces raided the mosque on April 15 to prevent
what they called stone pelting and other attacks. Wider clashes erupted immediately, which also
saw rocket firing from Gaza and retaliatory air strikes by Israel, reviving the memories of last
year’s deadly conflict.
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For years, al-Aqsa, the third holiest place of worship in Islam after Mecca and Medina, has
remained a flashpoint in the Israeli-Palestinian tensions. Muslims call the compound, which also
houses the Dome of the Rock, the Dome of the Chain, four minarets and the Western Wall
(Wailing Wall) Haram esh-Sharif, or the Noble Sanctuary. For Jews, it’s the Temple Mount, the
holiest place in Judaism where the Jewish temples once stood. Jews believe the ancient
limestone wall is part of the Herod-era expansion of the Second Biblical Temple. According to
Jewish tradition, the first Temple, built by King Solomon, was destroyed by the Babylonians. The
Second Temple, built in 516 BCE, was destroyed by the Romans in 70 CE. The wall is the only
remains of the destroyed structure.
The modern story of the compound is equally complicated. The Palestinians see East Jerusalem
as the capital of their future state, while Israel considers the whole city, including the western
half that is its seat of power and the occupied eastern half, as their “eternal capital”.
The Night Journey
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According to Islamic traditions, the Prophet Mohammed was transported from “the sacred place
of worship” (the Great Mosque in Mecca) to the “farthest place of worship” (Jerusalem) during
his Night Journey ( al-Isra ) on a winged horse called al-Buraq. Later, on the same night, the
Prophet is believed to have ascended to heaven ( al-Mi'raj ) with archangel Gabriel from the
place where the Dome of the Rock now stands.
Umar, the second Caliph of the Rashidun caliphate, erected a prayer house at the place on the
mount where the Prophet was believed to have led prayers during Isra , after the Muslim
conquest of Jerusalem in the seventh century. This became al-Aqsa mosque (literally, the
farthest mosque). It was rebuilt and expanded by the Umayyads. The Umayyad-built structure
was destroyed in earthquakes and the mosque was rebuilt and renovated several times by the
following Caliphates, including the Abbasids and Fatmids.
After the crusaders captured Jerusalem in the 11th century, they turned al-Aqsa into a palace
and the Dome of the Rock, which was originally built by the Umayyads, into a church. But
Saladin, the founder of the Ayyubid dynasty who recaptured the holy city from the crusaders in
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the 12th century — which is depicted in the Ridley Scott movie Kingdom of Heaven — restored
the mosque.
The city would remain in the hands of Muslims until the British General Edmund Allenby entered
Jerusalem on foot through the Jaffa Gate on December 11, 1917 after his troops defeated the
Ottomans.
Israeli capture
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In the first Arab-Israel war that broke out after the state of Israel was declared in May 1948, the
Israelis captured western Jerusalem and Jordan the eastern half of the city, along with the West
Bank. In the 1967 Six-Day War, Israel would seize East Jerusalem and the West Bank from
Jordan, the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza from Egypt and Golan Heights from Syria. Later, Israel
annexed East Jerusalem, but al-Aqasa would remain under the administration of an Islamic waqf
with the Hashemite monarchy of Jordan being its custodian.
So, the third holiest mosque in Islam exists on a compound that Jews believe once hosted their
sacred temples in a city occupied by the Jewish state of Israel which the Palestinians living
under the Israeli occupation see as the legitimate capital of their future independent state. It’s a
place where faith, history, disputes, power and politics are all intertwined, making it extremely
difficult to find peace.
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U.S. HOSTS WEAPONS SUMMIT AS MOSCOW WARNS
OF WORLD WAR
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests
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Top U.S. officials hosted emergency talks with allies in Germany on Tuesday on supplying Kyiv
with more weapons to fend off Russia’s assault, as the UN’s chief headed to Moscow in a bid to
avert further escalation of the conflict.
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The meeting of 40 countries at the U.S. Ramstein Air Base in Germany comes after Russian
Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov accused Ukraine of only “pretending” to negotiate a cease-fire
and warned of a “real” risk of a new world war.
Moscow’s invasion of its neighbour, now in its eighth week, has triggered widespread outrage
among Western nations who have provided weapons and other assistance to Ukraine’s
embattled President Volodymyr Zelensky.
“We believe that they can win if they have the right equipment, the right support,” U.S. Defense
Secretary Lloyd Austin said following his visit to Kyiv on Sunday with Secretary of State Antony
Blinken.
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The two officials promised $700 million in new aid to Ukraine, after months of pleas by Mr.
Zelensky for heavier firepower.
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Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov was asked on state TV about the prospect of World War
Three and whether the current situation was comparable to the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis that
nearly caused nuclear war. “The risks now are considerable,” he said, according to the Ministry's
transcript of the interview.
“The danger is serious, real. And we must not underestimate it,” Mr. Lavrov said. “NATO, in
essence, is engaged in a war with Russia through a proxy and is arming that proxy. War means
war.” And Germany said it would begin supplying anti-aircraft tanks, a clear shift after refusing
for weeks to provide more advanced equipment, and a sign that Berlin was abandoning its
cautious approach towards Moscow.
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Military specialists said Western allies wanted to equip Ukrainian forces to halt the long-range
bombings by Russia in the eastern Donbas region.
Attack drones, anti-aircraft missiles and sophisticated intelligence from Western agencies could
prove vital for slowing the advance of Russia’s military might, they said.
But stoking fears of a wider conflict, several blasts were reported on Tuesday in the
neighbouring ex-Soviet state of Moldova, in the Russian-backed separatist region of
Transnistria.
In-person talks
In Moscow, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres was to hold his first in-person talks with Mr.
Putin since the fighting began on February 24.
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“We are extremely interested in finding ways in order to create the conditions for effective
dialogue, create the conditions for a ceasefire as soon as possible, create the conditions for a
peaceful solution,”Mr. Guterres said at the start of talks with Mr. Lavrov. The UN’s refugee
agency said on Tuesday it now expects more than eight million Ukrainians will eventually flee
their country, up from 5.2 million already.
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COUNTRIES WILL HAVE TO ‘JUSTIFY’ VETO VOTES AT
UN
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

The move mandates that the General Assembly convene within 10 days after a veto.
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The 193 members of the United Nations General Assembly adopted by consensus on Tuesday
a resolution requiring the five permanent members of the Security Council to justify their use of
the veto.
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The push for reform, which was greeted with applause in the chamber, was revived by Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.
The measure is intended to make veto-holders United States, China, Russia, France and Britain
“pay a higher political price” when they use the veto to strike down a Security Council resolution,
said an ambassador who asked to remain anonymous.
It is unclear if the five permanent members will use the veto less, or more — as they could
propose controversial texts they know their rivals will veto only to force them to justify their
stance publicly.
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First proposed more than two years ago, the measure provides for the General Assembly to be
convened within 10 working days after a veto “to hold a debate on the situation as to which the
veto was cast”..
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Almost 100 countries joined Liechtenstein in co-sponsoring the reform, including the United
States, Britain and France.
Neither Russia nor China were among the sponsors, though. A diplomat from one of the two
countries, who asked not to be named, criticised the move, saying it will “divide” the UN even
further.
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INDIA AS A DEMOCRATIC SUPERPOWER
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Foreign Ministers of the Quad (India, Australia, United States and Japan) in Tokyo on October 6,
2020. | Photo Credit: AP
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As a Rhodes scholar travelling from Sydney to Oxford, way back in 1981, I didn’t feel that I could
fly over nearly a billion Indians without stopping to learn, and to pay my respects. Even then, in
the three months I spent back-packing here, it was obvious to me that democratic, free India
was going to be one of the world’s leading countries.
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Today, with the world’s third largest economy — at least in purchasing power terms — with a
vibrant free market, a booming tech sector, a population that’s eager to learn and to innovate, a
gloriously rumbustious press, and an honest judiciary; with a government that’s rapidly closing
the infrastructure deficit; and with an openness to the wider world, symbolised by a vast
diaspora including 7,00,000 Indian-born Australians, India is no longer the emerging democratic
super power that I frequently referenced as Prime Minister.
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India has emerged as a democratic superpower, more than capable of providing leadership that
the world often needs and that America cannot always give. These ominous times, that would
have seemed almost unthinkable just a few years back, when history had supposedly ended,
are India’s chance to step up in support of free countries and free people. Because make no
mistake, this newly minted “no limits” partnership, this new Beijing-Moscow axis, these dictators
on the march; unless deterred, or somehow touched for the better, will end what until recently
have been the best times ever.
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Russia’s latest war has not been provoked by anything Ukraine has done. It is Ukraine’s
existence as a free and independent country that Russia’s ruler objects to. It is a war of national
extermination to which no free country can be indifferent. I know this because Vladimir Putin told
me himself, when I verbally shirt-fronted him after a Russian missile battery shot down MH17 in
2014, killing 38 Australians among 298 victims, insisting as he did even then, in the first phase of
this invasion, that the Ukrainian government was fascist, that Ukrainians were really Russians,
and that Ukraine had no right to exist as an independent country.
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He wants to correct what he sees as the greatest geo-political disaster of the last century by
restoring Greater Russia. That is his dream, and it means that the Baltic states and Poland are
next in the firing line, once Ukraine is pulverised into submission, war crime by war crime,
atrocity by atrocity, in a war his pride cannot let him lose, and his ministers are too indoctrinated
or intimidated to stop.
Editorial | In conjunction: On evolution of democratic society
And do not think that China is not watching, nursing grievances of its own over its “century of
humiliation”, determined to take Taiwan, and to demonstrate that China is once more the Middle
Kingdom, the world’s top country, around which all others must cluster, tremble and obey.
Australia knows what a world dominated by China would look like, because of the 14 demands
publicly made of us in late 2020, that we accept all Chinese investments, Chinese students,
cease all criticism of China, and end our alliance with the United States.
As a fellow member of the Quad, Australia stands with India in resisting Chinese aggression
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over the line of control in Ladakh. That’s what Australia has always done: stand with the victims
of aggression, from Belgium in the Great War, to Poland in World War II, to the people of East
Timor when they sought their independence, to the people of Iraq against Islamic State in my
time as PM, and now Ukraine to which Australia was the first country to dispatch heavy
armoured vehicles.
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Russia’s attack on Ukraine has caused commodity prices to spike and disrupted vital supply
lines, for food quite as much as for energy. With these dictators set on national glory, everything
bends to the power of the state; and trade is just a strategy to be turned on and off like a tap.
Almost unavoidably, the world will be more disrupted as countries rethink who can be relied on.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi grasped this when he withdrew India from the China-led Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership deal. These times have turned fraught; demanding a rethink of the China-centred globalisation of the past couple of decades — notwithstanding a world
that, until very recently, was more free, safer, and richer than ever before. As long as China has
brutal and hegemonic ambitions, businesses in countries like mine have a patriotic duty not to
be dependent on a country that could threaten us. But that’s also an opportunity for India,
trustworthy trade partner, to substitute for China in fellow democracies’ supply chains requiring
manufacturing at scale, quality and price.
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India’s trade minister Piyush Goyal was right when he said that the new Australia-India trade
deal’s ambition just to double trade within a decade was too modest. Why shouldn’t PM Modi’s
“make in India” campaign extend to all the consumer lines and the intermediate goods currently
made in China?
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Especially now that it is clearer that trade can only be free and fair if it is based on the values
that democracies largely have in common. For obvious reasons, independent India sometimes
kept the West at a distance. But now, 75 exemplary years on, with its democracy entrenched,
there is no reason for mutual wariness, or for India to be anyone’s junior partner. If the free world
is to have a leader 50 years hence, that’s likely to be India.
As a country that earned its freedom, most honourably, largely through moral suasion and
peaceful protest, through satyagraha, India would know the love and passion that is now moving
millions of Ukrainians to risk everything they hold dear for that which they hold dearest of all,
freedom itself.
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If there’s one country whose traditional friendship with Russia, and whose historic aloofness
from power plays, and whose palpable goodwill to all might just get through to the Kremlin and
to the ordinary Russians whose lives are also being blighted by this war, it is India.
To the extent the Russian leader still has a conscience, India is uniquely placed to appeal to it,
should it have a go at summoning the better angels of Russia’s nature to a new beginning; so
that what’s now being torn down in spite may yet be rebuilt in spirit of generosity and goodwill.
Why not exercise the moral leadership, of which India might be more capable than any other
country, to urge Russia to give up the territory it has seized? If Russia listens, untold further
bloodshed would be averted.
Even unheeded, being the great power, most ready to put principle before calculation would only
enhance India’s standing in the world.
(Tony Abbott was the 28th Prime Minister of Australia)
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SRI LANKA’S WORKER UNIONS GO ON STRIKE
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: India - Sri Lanka

Several hundred worker unions in Sri Lanka on Thursday went on a mass strike, backing
ongoing citizens’ protests calling for the resignation of the ruling Rajapaksa brothers, as the
country battles one of its worst economic crises.
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Thousands employed in the health, education, road transport, ports, and railways sectors, struck
work, held rallies, and chanted anti-government slogans. For months now, citizens have been
struggling to access essentials food items, fuel, and cooking gas, while contending with daily
power cuts owing to a rapid economic downturn that government critics believe could have been
averted with timely action from the leaders. As the crisis deepened, manifesting in severe
shortages and record inflation, what began as small scale, neighbourhood protests across the
island, swiftly morphed into a national movement resisting the once formidable Rajapaksa
brand.
“If President Gotabaya Rajapaksa does not heed the call of the people’s struggle within seven
days, we will continue agitating until he steps down,” said Ravi Kumudesh, Convenor of the
collective of unions. Despite demonstrators’ unceasing demand for his resignation, President
Gotabaya remains in power, only offering to form a new, all-party government under his
Presidency.
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The political opposition has rejected the offer. President Gotabaya is scheduled to meet with
coalition partners on Friday to discuss forming an interim government, amid speculation that he
may sack his older brother and Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa to accommodate such an
arrangement. Meanwhile, Mr. Mahinda has said he will not resign, claiming that he still enjoys
people’s support.
Angry citizens who have been gathering in protest outside the Presidential Secretariat for some
three weeks now, have now begun protesting outside Mr. Mahinda’s official residence as well,
waving national flags and displaying caricatures portraying him as Hitler.
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The political stalemate has sparked concern among Sri Lanka’s big businesses and private
sector, who have urged authorities to take swift action, as the social unrest “may deter” any
external help coming Sri Lanka’s way.
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XI’S ‘GLOBAL SECURITY INITIATIVE’ LOOKS TO
COUNTER QUAD GROUPING
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

XiJinpingAP/FILE
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A new Global Security Initiative put forward by Chinese President Xi Jinping will look to counter
the U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy and the Quad — the India, U.S., Australia, Japan grouping —
according to Chinese officials.
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Mr. Xi last week first proposed what he called a Global Security Initiative, speaking at the Boao
Forum in China, warning against “hegemonism, power politics and bloc confrontation”.
“China would like to propose a Global Security Initiative, that is, to stay committed to the vision
of common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable security,” he said, which would
“oppose unilateralism, and say no to group politics and bloc confrontation.”
Specifically, he said this would “oppose the wanton use of unilateral sanctions and long-arm
jurisdiction”, appearing to refer to Western sanctions.
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Further fleshing out what this Global Security Initiative would entail, China’s Foreign Minister
Wang Yi earlier this week penned an article in the official People’s Daily outlining key principles
of the idea.
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He said “some countries” were “eager to engage in exclusive ‘small circles’ and ‘small groups’”,
terms Chinese officials have used previously to describe the Quad as well as the AUKUS
(Australia-U.K.-U.S.) security pact.
In the article, Mr. Wang said China’s proposed security initiative would “oppose” what he called
“the destruction of the international order under the banner of so-called ‘rules’ and the dragging
of the world under the cloud of the ‘new cold war’”, and would “build an Asian security model of
mutual respect, openness and integration”.
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“We firmly oppose the use of the ‘Indo-Pacific’ strategy to divide the region and create a ‘new
Cold War’, and the use of military alliances to put together an ‘Asian version of NATO’,” he said.
Mr. Wang had also taken aim at the Quad last month, suggesting during the annual National
People’s Congress in Beijing that the grouping was equivalent to the “Five Eyes” intelligence
alliance involving the Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the U.S. and U.K. and the AUKUS pact,
as a key element in what he called U.S. plans to build an “Asian NATO”
The members of the Quad have rejected the notion that it is an Asian NATO or a military
alliance, and pointed to its broad-based cooperation, including on vaccines and technology.
External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar said in February “there are interested parties who
advance that kind of analogy”. “I would urge you not to slip into that lazy analogy of an AsianNATO,” he said, pointing out India was not a treaty ally of the U.S.
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MINT
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed & developing countries
on India's interests

Several Russian companies have approached the Pharmaceuticals Export Promotion Council of
India (Pharmexcil) to secure urgent supplies of veterinary medicines as sanctions imposed by
the West have led to shortages of medicines for the country’s vast livestock population.
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Russia has also requested supplies of drug raw materials, vaccines and feed additives.
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This is the second such request from Russia to the Indian government agency for the promotion
of pharma exports since the Ukraine war started.
Russia is India’s fourth-largest destination for drug exports. Indian companies exported drugs
worth an estimated $597 million in the year ended 31 March.
Eurovetpharm LLC, a Russian distributor and developer of veterinary drugs, is looking for trade
opportunities with India, according to a 25 April circular issued by Pharmexcil.
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“Eurovetpharm is seeking collaborations with Indian manufacturers of vaccines, veterinary
drugs, active pharmaceutical substances and feed additives for poultry, pigs and cattle for
subsequent export to the Russian Federation. The company further intends to explore
possibilities of contract manufacturing under their own brand name in collaboration with Indian
players," the circular said.
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“These Russian companies intend to place their order in the next 15-20 days and want to further
initiate the import process within 2-3 months," said Bhaskar.
According to the circular, another Russian firm, Roslek, which runs a chain of chemist shops, is
seeking to buy Ayurvedic products from India.
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“A Russian based chain of chemist shops is seeking procurement of select Ayurvedic products
from India. The chain was established in 2004, having 65 outlets in the Yakutia and Vladimir
regions of Russia. The list of intended products as shared by the company are ayurvedic
medicine, aroma oil, hair oil, ointment, food supplements, shampoo and soaps," the circular
said.
Queries emailed to spokespeople for the Russian Embassy in New Delhi remained answered till
the press time.
Last week, Mint reported that Russia is seeking supplies of medical devices used in the surgical
departments for newborns and premature babies, paediatric urology and andrology,
neurosurgical, trauma and surgery, dental, anaesthesiology and resuscitation operating room,
and intensive care and maxillofacial surgery.
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As the US GDP saw a surprise contraction in the first quarter, President Joe Biden Thursday
said the drop was mainly due to technical factors and that employment, consumer spending and
investment all remain strong.
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US economy contracted 1.4% in a worst-than-expected scenario as against a consensus 1%
growth expected by economists. A ballooning trade deficit and softer inventory growth belied an
otherwise solid consumer and business demand picture.
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On its face, the headline GDP figure was decidedly soft. But underlying details show still-solid
household demand and business investment, corroborating comments about the economy from
company executives during the current string of earnings calls.
Against a backdrop of quicker inflation, the figures will likely keep Federal Reserve monetary
policy geared for a half-point hike in interest rates next week. Nonetheless, Fed officials need to
balance that policy tightening with risks associated with building price pressures.
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“The American economy -- powered by working families -- continues to be resilient in the face of
historic challenges," Biden said in a statement. “While last quarter’s growth estimate was
affected by technical factors, the United States confronts the challenges of COVID-19 around
the world, Putin’s unprovoked invasion of Ukraine, and global inflation from a position of
strength."
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"We need to keep making progress — cutting costs for working families, making more in
America, and creating good-paying jobs you can raise a middle-class family on," he said.
The contraction came as a surprise, as economic forecasts projected growth of roughly 1%,
presenting a fresh challenge for Biden and Democrats heading into the November midterm
elections.
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The Commerce Department’s data showed personal consumption, the biggest part of the
economy, rose an annualized 2.7% in the first quarter, compared with 2.5% at the end of 2021.
Services spending added 1.86 percentage points to GDP, while goods spending stagnated,
reflecting changing consumer behavior.
At the start of this year, spending surged as Covid-19 cases declined. As the quarter dragged
on, high inflation began to take a bite out of purchasing power. Nonetheless, many corporate
executives on recent earnings calls touted the durability of the American consumer.
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INDIA’S FOOD SECURITY APPROACH AND
INNOVATIONS WERE WIDELY APPRECIATED IN THE
WTO SEMINAR ON FOOD SECURITY
Relevant for: International Relations | Topic: World Trade, WTO and issues involved
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India’s food security approach and innovations that reflect the Government of India’s concern
and sensitivity towards poor and vulnerable sections of society were widely appreciated by
participants in the WTO seminar from across the globe.
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The WTO high-level seminar on Food Security was held in Geneva on 26th April 2022 to
facilitate dialogue on trade and food security among Geneva-based trade officials, policymakers,
experts from international organizations and think tanks, etc.
Joint Secretary, Department of Food and Public Distribution, S. Jagannathan, who represented
India in the WTO Seminar, highlighted India’s outstanding experience in successfully ensuring
dignified & foolproof access to adequate food grains to the most vulnerable people in the
country, especially during COVID, through a series of bold technology-based reforms and
landmark innovations in the Public Distribution System. He made a detailed presentation on the
Indian perspective in the panel on ‘National and Regional Experiences’ at the ‘WTO high-level
seminar.
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He also highlighted the Government’s efforts to forge inter-departmental data sharing to deepen
the outreach of mass citizen-centric government programmes across the country.

S. Jagannathan, Joint Secretary, Department of Food and Public Distribution (second
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from right) making a presentation on India's food security interventions at WTO High
Level Seminar on Food Security, Geneva, on 26 April 2022
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In recent times, as India’s food security response to the COVID-19 crisis is being hailed as a
shining example for its unparalleled speed, scale & transparency, and rightful targeting, S.
Jagannathan explained these successful strategies adopted by the Government of India for
ensuring the Availability, Affordability, and Accessibility of both normal and free food grains at all
times.
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He highlighted the crucial role played by Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana (PM-GKAY)
in ensuring additional food security for around 800 million beneficiaries in the country during the
COVID period and how the scheme continues to cushion them against supply shocks and rising
inflation during the period of recovery, with an additional food subsidy outlay of nearly USD 45
billion apart from the regular food subsidy of nearly USD 22 billion.
Further, he highlighted how India’s food security measures in the PDS, ICDS and PM Poshan,
and PMGKAY directly contribute to the attainment of some of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in the field of Women and Child nutrition, health, education, and
food security, being the foundational indicators of Human Development as well.
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He highlighted the landmark technology-based innovation One Nation One Ration Card Plan
that allows all NFSA beneficiaries, particularly migrant beneficiaries, to claim either full or part
foodgrains from any of the 0.5 million Fair Price Shops (FPS) in the country through existing
ration card with biometric/Aadhaar authentication in a seamless manner. The system also allows
their family members back home, if any, to claim the balance of food grains on same the ration
card. Speedy implementation of ONORC during COVID has enabled beneficiaries to avail of
nearly USD 5 billion of food subsidy through nearly 580 million portable transactions and around
650 million portable transactions since the beginning.
National experiences from different countries and world regions were shared & discussed in the
Seminar with a focus on the relationship between trade and the multiple dimensions of food
security, including access, availability, stability, and use, in the light of existing and future
challenges.
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India’s food security approach and innovations that reflect the Government of India’s concern
and sensitivity towards poor and vulnerable sections of society were widely appreciated by
participants in the WTO seminar from across the globe.
The WTO high-level seminar on Food Security was held in Geneva on 26th April 2022 to
facilitate dialogue on trade and food security among Geneva-based trade officials, policymakers,
experts from international organizations and think tanks, etc.
Joint Secretary, Department of Food and Public Distribution, S. Jagannathan, who represented
India in the WTO Seminar, highlighted India’s outstanding experience in successfully ensuring
dignified & foolproof access to adequate food grains to the most vulnerable people in the
country, especially during COVID, through a series of bold technology-based reforms and
landmark innovations in the Public Distribution System. He made a detailed presentation on the
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Indian perspective in the panel on ‘National and Regional Experiences’ at the ‘WTO high-level
seminar.
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He also highlighted the Government’s efforts to forge inter-departmental data sharing to deepen
the outreach of mass citizen-centric government programmes across the country.

S. Jagannathan, Joint Secretary, Department of Food and Public Distribution (second
from right) making a presentation on India's food security interventions at WTO High
Level Seminar on Food Security, Geneva, on 26 April 2022
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In recent times, as India’s food security response to the COVID-19 crisis is being hailed as a
shining example for its unparalleled speed, scale & transparency, and rightful targeting, S.
Jagannathan explained these successful strategies adopted by the Government of India for
ensuring the Availability, Affordability, and Accessibility of both normal and free food grains at all
times.
He highlighted the crucial role played by Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana (PM-GKAY)
in ensuring additional food security for around 800 million beneficiaries in the country during the
COVID period and how the scheme continues to cushion them against supply shocks and rising
inflation during the period of recovery, with an additional food subsidy outlay of nearly USD 45
billion apart from the regular food subsidy of nearly USD 22 billion.
Further, he highlighted how India’s food security measures in the PDS, ICDS and PM Poshan,
and PMGKAY directly contribute to the attainment of some of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) in the field of Women and Child nutrition, health, education, and
food security, being the foundational indicators of Human Development as well.
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He highlighted the landmark technology-based innovation One Nation One Ration Card Plan
that allows all NFSA beneficiaries, particularly migrant beneficiaries, to claim either full or part
foodgrains from any of the 0.5 million Fair Price Shops (FPS) in the country through existing
ration card with biometric/Aadhaar authentication in a seamless manner. The system also allows
their family members back home, if any, to claim the balance of food grains on same the ration
card. Speedy implementation of ONORC during COVID has enabled beneficiaries to avail of
nearly USD 5 billion of food subsidy through nearly 580 million portable transactions and around
650 million portable transactions since the beginning.
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National experiences from different countries and world regions were shared & discussed in the
Seminar with a focus on the relationship between trade and the multiple dimensions of food
security, including access, availability, stability, and use, in the light of existing and future
challenges.
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Indonesia’s cooking oil export ban kicked in from today in one of the most drastic cases of food
protectionism since the war erupted in Ukraine. It adds to the impact of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine, which has already plunged the global edible oil market into disarray. Indonesia, the top
shipper of palm oil has imposed a sweeping ban on cooking oil exports, covering palm oil
products across the value chain. The tropical oil is found everywhere today -- in food, soap,
lipstick and even printing ink -- which makes Indonesia’s move important for the world.
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Indonesia accounts for a third of global edible oil exports. Restrictions will stay in place until
domestic prices ease. India buys about 8 million metric tons of the edible oil annually, about half
of which comes from Indonesia, according to an April 24 note from Jefferies India.
“Indian consumer staples have been grappling with high inflation and volatility in input pricing,"
Jefferies India analysts led by Vivek Maheshwari wrote in the report. “This development would
exacerbate pressures."
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Indonesia’s export ban is “inflationary for everyone," said Atul Chaturvedi, president of the
Solvent Extractors’ Association of India. “If the supply chain is disrupted, companies will try to
ration their supplies because they don’t know what’s going to happen tomorrow."
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Indonesia's move adds to the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which has already plunged
the global edible oil market into disarray. The United Nations has urged leaders to keep trade
open, warning that protectionism will drive up prices and lead to empty shelves in countries
dependent on imports. But with world food costs surging to all-time highs, governments are
taking steps to secure their own supplies.
Indonesia said earlier this month that it would suspend all shipments of cooking oil, sending
prices of palm oil and its substitute soybean oil soaring. Then late Monday, reports emerged that
only palm olein, a refined product, would be halted, prompting a swift retreat in prices and
traders rushing to comply with the ban.
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And later the government widened the ban to include crude palm oil, RBD palm oil and even
used cooking oil. That covers the products across the entire supply chain.
The move is “one of the biggest acts of agriculture nationalism so far during this surge in food
prices," said Tobin Gorey, an agri-commodities strategist at Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
President Joko Widodo late Wednesday said that the ban would be lifted once the local demand
for food staples is met, adding that it was “ironic" that the country had difficulty getting cooking
oil.
Palm oil prices have not only surged but Indonesia's export ban has also pushed up other
cooking all prices. Soybean oil climbed to an all-time high in Chicago as Indonesia’s ban on
crude palm oil exports further strains global commodities heavily relied on by developing nations
for cooking food.
Indonesia's move also adds pressure on farmers in big oilseed-growing regions like North
America to produce ample crops. The U.S. is already seeing signs of robust demand for future
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harvests, most notably from China.
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